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1

Welcome & Introduction
Welcome to the club of Forecheckers! Forecheck offers many possibilities for website
analysis that we would briefly like to show you in this document. With Forecheck, you can
optimize websites for search engines and improve the visitor experience. If you have any
ideas, suggestions, or feel as if something is missing in an analysis or evaluation, we
welcome your suggestions.
Please note the points below when starting Forecheck for the first time!
Information about the Demo Version / License (Windows Desktop Version)
The demo version has an internal limit and terminates the analysis process after a certain
time with the notification that the limit has been reached. In addition, in some fields a
reference to the demo version is shown. An analysis will not show in full detail all issues
with a website, rather it reports limited demo data.
System Requirements for Windows Desktop version
Windows XP SP3, Vista, Windows 7, 8, 10 all Versions (32Bit and 64Bit) or Microsoft
Virtual PC
The hard drive must be formatted with the NTFS file system
The larger the website, the more memory recommended
1 GB RAM for small sites and sites up to 10,000 pages
2 GB RAM for larger sites with more than 10,000 pages
At least 3 GB RAM for very large sites with more than 100,000 pages
Installation
When you start Forecheck for the first time, you should notice the following important
points before starting an analysis.
At start Forecheck sets the Font Tahoma as the default font for the display. If you
analyze websites with "exotic" languages, you may have to change the font. More
information on this in the chapter Choosing the correct Font. You can also change the
font size.
You should check where Forecheck stores data since Forecheck stores large amounts of
it. If you use an SSD drive in your computer, you should change the storage location.
Details are provided in the chapter Storage Location Data (only relevant for the
Windows Desktop version!).
About this Document
When referring to a specific menu item in the software, it is formatted as follows:
Settings > Internet Connection
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Overview: What Forecheck Can Do
A great variety of tasks can be performed with Forecheck. What is special about
Forecheck is that it has been developed by SEO experts and web programmers who have
worked for many years in the field of website optimization. Therefore, the practical
analysis of data is the primary goal in the development and use of Forecheck. We still
have many features and goals to complete, hundreds of ideas, but of course as with all
software tools, it's a gradual process.
The practice is evident in a simple example: Many tools, even freeware, can analyze
broken links. However, a list of broken links is of little use. How does someone know
where all of these broken links are located? Is it an isolated case in a document or a
systemic problem caused by incorrect links in a template?
For this reason, Forecheck can sort broken links into different reports. Options include:
Logical order, Sorted by pages or Sorted by the link. With the help of these report formats,
it is much easier to fix the problems. Details regarding this example can be found in the
Reports tab.
Moreover, Forecheck can even analyze extremely large websites and can handle all
encodings that are used worldwide. Since Forecheck has been programmed completely in
Unicode, all characters in the Unicode Standard can be processed.
Here are just a few examples of the features that Forecheck offers:
Find broken links
Optimize indexability of websites
Find errors and problems in websites
Find Duplicate Content (identical or doubled content)
Analysis of all internal and external links
Analyze and optimize link text
Find missing images in shops
Analyze and optimize the content of individual web pages
Find problematic redirects
Browse all sites for specific text
Check tracking code in a website
Infringements against search engines rules
Find error pages that do not provide a 404 or 410 status code
Check the information in Google Search Console
Full text search in all data (content, source, HTTP-Header)
And much more!

6
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It isn't possible in the Help menu to present all of the possible functions and tasks for
which Forecheck can be used. Forecheck is a tool that offers a great variety of functions
and settings, but also various features that can be used for many different tasks. The
mentioned points above are just starting examples!
For example, Forecheck can look for missing images in a shop system through the use of
the text search within the Search tab. As soon as an image is missing, a shop will use a
placeholder. In the source code, an actual image is usually embedded. If you know the
name of the image, you can easily search all of the source code of all pages analyzed.
You can also use the search function to look for tracking code. Therefore, you can check
whether or not it is included in all pages.
Familiarize yourself with Forecheck. In addition to the standard analysis, much more can
be accomplished with Forecheck! Have fun with it!

3

First Steps
When the program starts up, you can easily add a domain into the "URL" field and press
the Enter key (or click the arrow button to the right). An analysis can be started not only
with a domain name, but also with a specific URL (Internet address) or with a local file
(HTML, XML). The URL (web address) entered is referred to as the Start URL.

Enter the URL and start the Analysis

Subsequently, Forecheck goes through the domain and follows all the links. All URLs are
tested and the results are displayed. In the "Analysis" tab, the progress of the analysis is
displayed.
Tip: When you analyze the first domain, it can happen with larger domains that Forecheck
may not be able to finish an analysis. You should first run the analysis for a few thousand
URLs and then stop the analysis.
© 2015 cyberpromote GmbH
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Familiarize yourself with the data, read this document and use the Help menu. In most
cases, after a few thousand URLs Forecheck has already found a great deal of problems
and errors.
Since these are often systematic, the number of errors for a deeper analysis will continue
to rise. An evaluation of the errors becomes more cumbersome because the generation of
reports will take much longer to conclude.
This means that often additional and repetitive found errors will be recorded in the
analysis, but this doesn't lead to more information about the problems of a website.
Therefore, go step by step and first analyze in smaller increments, then you can at any
time continue an analysis. For large domains, please refer to the section "Complete
Analysis of large Websites" so that you can run an analysis as efficiently as possible.
As well as this approach, there are additional methods. You can enter any URL, not just a
domain URL. In the Project Menu, you can also check local files and folders, XML sitemaps
can be tested, as well as entire URL lists.
URL lists are important if there are other documents that are part of a website which are
not accessible from the website. Search engines do not find these documents on the
website, rather only from external links; for example, landing pages which are only used
for Adwords ads. In this example, you can put all of the documents into a text file and let
Forecheck analyze them.
Naturally there are additional reasons to analyze a URL list, such as a list of URLs that
have a backlink to the site. In such an example, you can quickly and repeatedly check
whether these backlinks are still present. There is a great amount of tasks that can be
solved by using Forecheck.
Note that not all of the features can be activated in the beta version. The more you deal
with Forecheck, the more opportunities you will discover. Here you will learn the basic
functions and operations. If you have new ideas, do not hesitate to contact us! Some
possibilities arise only after someone has tested the functions themselves. An example is
the Search tab, which is a simple function but offers many opportunities through the
available options.
Important!
Forecheck is a tool that provides useful services for a webmaster. There is no analysis
tool that outputs a complete list of errors and recommendations. The detection of
problems and errors are provided by Forecheck with amazing speed. Resolving the
problems or implementing the resulting recommendations are usually more difficult.
Forecheck cannot detect all problems by itself, instead one must analyze the different
criteria within the provided context.
Forecheck can usually analyze small sites extremely fast. For large sites, it is often

8
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impossible to make a complete analysis. Recommendations can be found here. The
Crawler provides detailed information in each column. The Benchmark Report summarizes
typical problems and errors. It is the ideal starting point for further evaluations.

4

Projects and Analyses
A project consists of a URL/Domain and the associated analyses. A project can contain
any number of analyses. These are displayed under the project. When you click in the
menu at Project > Open Analysis, you will see the following dialog:

Projekt Management

Choose a project on the left. The number of projects you can create is limited by the
version:
Forecheck Professional: Max 3 Projects
Forecheck Business: Max 10 Projects
Forecheck Enterprise: Max 20 Projects
Forecheck Ultimate: Unlimited
Please be aware: You can do any analysis you like as often as you want and whenever
you want. You can also create reports and export the results. But if you want to save an
analysis, you must create a project. There are other tasks that can only be done with a
project. Analyzing the search engine rankings for defined keywords and analyzing the
backlink can only be done with a project (both not yet available in this beta version). In a
future version of Forecheck, you will be able to compare two different analyses within a
project or the progress of the benchmark results. This will only be able for analyses that
are saved within projects.
When you select a project on the left, all stored analyses of the project will be shown.

© 2015 cyberpromote GmbH
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You can add a comment to every analysis in the field where the pencil resides.
With the Button "Delete Project" you can delete a project along with all its analyses. With
the "Change Name" option, you can change the project name.
You can also edit the Default Project Settings of a project by clicking on "Change Project
Settings".
With "Run New Analysis", you can start a new analysis based on these project settings.
The settings are assigned from the project to the analysis. Please be aware of how
Forecheck handles the project and analysis settings (see below)!
Under the project "Old Analyses", prior analyses created with Forecheck versions before
0.6.0 are displayed. These are counted like a project.
Project and Analysis Settings

Forecheck stores project settings as follows:
Global default project settings: The global values for new analyses are defined here,
unless started from a project with recorded settings. These values can only be changed
in the menu under Settings??> Default Project Settings. When starting Forecheck, these
values ?are loaded and assigned as the data record of the analysis. The analysis values
can be changed in the "Settings" tab page as with any analysis.
The default project settings for a project are stored when you create a new project and
can only be edited via the Project Management dialog (Menu Project > Project
Management, button "Change project Settings"). Click on "Run New Analysis" the
dialog box and these project settings will be used for the new analysis.

10
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Each analysis has its own set of project settings which can be changed in the "Settings"
tab. Where the values ?are loaded depends on how you start a new analysis. For each
analysis, the corresponding set of project settings will be saved.
For each project, the project settings which were used in the first analysis of the project
are stored. These can then be edited within the project management dialog and are used
in a new analysis of a project, allowing you to store recurring settings for a domain.
Several projects can be created for a domain. This allows you to store various repetitive
tasks as a project, including the appropriate settings.
Example:
You have a project for a shop and need to perform a complete analysis. In a second
project for the same shop, you use settings to specifically analyze missing product
images in the shop. For this purpose, you can use special settings that are stored in the
project. In order to start the analysis for missing product images, simply select "Start new
Analysis" for the appropriate project and the project settings are taken from it.
Please note: Each analysis has its own set of project settings. You can open and edit an
analysis and the project settings in the tab "Settings". This changes only the project
settings of the currently opened analysis. The project settings of a project, which you can
also edit, are not assigned to an analysis, rather they serve as a template for any new
additional analysis of a project!
Changing project settings during an analysis is possible, but in general not
recommended. Changes first come into effect only after an analysis has been newly
started or continued. If you start an analysis and then stop it, change the settings and
then continue the analysis, meaningless results can occur in the analysis. You cannot
retroactively change the settings of URLs which have already been analyzed.
Details of all facets of the project settings can be found in the Project Settings page in
the Help menu.
Analyses
Analyses can only be stored within a project if the analysis has the same starting URL.
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Many analyses can be saved in a project. The number of projects is limited depending on
the program version. A comparison of analyses or an evaluation of multiple analyses of a
project (history) aren't currently available.
You can always stop and save an analysis. Once you have an analysis stored, additional
data regarding this analysis will be automatically saved. When opening and continuing an
analysis, all data is automatically stored. At this point you can no longer change the
location because the analysis has been assigned to a project. You can only edit the
project name in the dialog for opening or saving projects.
Note: When you stop an analysis and then continue later, already analyzed pages won't
be analyzed again. If something with the Website has changed, the analysis most likely
will not completely reflect these changes.

5

Scheduler and Queue
Scheduler
The scheduler within the project management enables you to create scheduled analyses
based on the corresponding projects.
Important! All events are saved and managed within the Windows internal Task Manager
service. This is why you have to enter the password of the actual logged-in Windows
user.
Every event is saved as a trigger. If such a trigger is processed, the upcoming analysis is
put into the Queue of Forecheck (see below). Afterwards Forecheck will start if no
instance of Forecheck is already running.

Warning! Be sure to understand how the Scheduler and the Queue function!
When you schedule several analyses at the same point in time, Forecheck will process
12
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them one after the other. If an analysis takes a long time, the next analysis may start
much later than scheduled.
Queue
The queue is a task list of analyses that Forecheck will process. If Forecheck is running, it
will look at the list to see if there is a task to process. It will then start the analysis for
the first entry and delete it from the list.
This avoids more than one analysis at a time running on a PC. If you start another
instance of Forecheck on your PC, then this instance will also look into the Queue and
process the next task.
The next version of Forecheck will provide more possibilities on managing this behavior!

6

Important Details
Before you use Forecheck, you should know a few basic things.

6.1

Languages, Character Sets and Unicode
Forecheck is completely written in Unicode and supports all languages ?and encodings.
Therefore, not only are UTF-8 encoded pages properly analyzed and displayed, but also
all common encodings are available for sites worldwide. Here you will find a list of
common codes and additionally a complete list. The encoding is usually included in the
meta tag or charset in the HTTP header. If no encoding is included, Forecheck cannot
correctly recognize the signs when applicable.
To be able to represent the characters on the screen, a suitable font must be selected.
Most all popular fonts don't contain all of the characters from the Unicode Standard!
Therefore, display problems can result, especially for exotic languages.

Forecheck supports all Languages and Charsets
© 2015 cyberpromote GmbH
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If characters are displayed incorrectly in Forecheck, this can result from various reasons:

Unsupported Characters

The source code and the associated encoding do not match
The selected font cannot display the characters
The encoding has not been implemented in Forecheck
If changing the font brings no improvements, first check whether or not the character and
the encoding match. For this example, you can use the W3C Validator. If you still see
strange characters on the surface of Forecheck, you can provide us with the
circumstances. We will look into the situation and check whether or not the problem is
with Forecheck.
Note: It may be that search engines and browsers display characters correctly, but not
Forecheck. The reason can be contributed to the fact that Forecheck does not attempt to
interpret the data. It makes sense for search engines and browsers to do so, but it can
also lead to errors. Therefore, so that problems can be detected, Forecheck does not
attempt to interpret the data.

6.2

Choosing the correct Font
When you start Forecheck for the first time, you must choose a default font. Later, you
can change the font at any time in the Menu Settings > Set Font. It is recommended to use
Tahoma (system font for Windows XP) or Segoe UI (system font for Windows since Vista).
Optionally, you can use Arial Unicode MS, which should be installed on your system. This
is one of the more widely used fonts that can display all characters of the Unciode
standards. Introduced in Windows Vista and Windows 7, the fonts Segoe UI and Calibri
have a similar amount of characters as Tahoma.
Please note the information on Languages, Character Sets and Unicode in order to
understand why selecting the right font is important in the analysis of foreign language
websites. As a basic rule, the representation of languages based on Latin characters
dominates all fonts. In other languages, the font must be changed if necessary.
More information on the main fonts: Tahoma, Arial Unicode MS, Segoe Ul , Calibri
Information about the included language characters: Tahoma, Arial Unicode MS, Segoe
UI, Calibri

14
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6.3

Storage Location of Data
Forecheck only works correctly with formatted NTFS disks because the file system is used
as the storage location and database. Compared to a conventional database, this has
advantages because data is more readily available. For this reason, the special
capabilities of the NTFS file system are used. Some data are repeatedly stored on the
hard drive to allow for faster access to the data. For a website with over 100,000 pages,
large amounts of data are generated and quickly use more than 1GB of data on the hard
disk. Additionally, adequate RAM memory is recommended for large analyses (see
system requirements). During programming, a particular emphasis was placed on
maximum performance.
Forecheck must perform many write requests during an analysis. It was noted that an
analysis runs slower when the data is written to an SSD hard drive. The massive disk
accesses also reduce the lifetime of SSD hard disk drives. Therefore, we strongly
recommend configuring the location of the data to a conventional hard drive.
Changing the storage location is only possible in the Windows Desktop version, not in the
web based cloud version!
You can do this in the Forecheck Menu item Settings > Set Path for Project Data. You can't
specify a location on the network because this would slow down Forecheck and the
loading of the network to an extreme amount. Please select a folder on a local, traditional
hard drive.

Select the path of the project data

6.4

Forecheck User-Agent and Web Analysis Tools
Note: The User-Agent can be configured and user-defined in the Settings section of
Forecheck.
In most cases, the queries of Web pages by Forecheck are not recorded in web analytics
tools such as Google Analytics since most systems only detect views with JavaScript
enabled. Forecheck doesn't execute scripts during an analysis.
However, there are web analytics systems that count the requests by Forecheck. To filter
these, you can change the User-Agent in the project settings. You can find many different

© 2015 cyberpromote GmbH
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User-Agents in the three separate lists.
You can also test different implementations and browser switches:

Crawler: The so-called search engine "bots" that analyze and index web pages (Forecheck
is included as the default browser).
Browser: Established Desktop Browsers (not mobile) on various operating systems are
available. It's a good idea to test browser switches.
Mobile: User-Agents regarding mobile devices are useful for testing appropriate
switches. Below is additional information on how to test mobile switches for a complete
website.
"Forecheck" is selected by default. The complete list of User-Agent Strings can be seen in
the rows below.
You can choose the preferred User-Agent string. The three lists offer preselected options.
You can also enter an arbitrary string for a User-Agent of your choice in the bottom field.

User-Agent in the Project Settings

You can also select in the list the entry "Forecheck" and exclude access in your Tracking
System for the User-Agent so that the queries from Forecheck will not be counted.
However, some tracking systems exclude the access of search engines, and therefore
with the selection of Google as a User-Agent ("Google Bot"), no access will be counted.
Please check, if necessary, how your system handles such queries.
Mobile Switch for testing your Website
Note: According to Google, a switch to mobile websites should always show the
appropriate content similar to the content of desktop browsers. Redirects must therefore
lead to appropriate mobile pages. It may be that other implemented redirects (e.g. the

16
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mobile home page) is rated negatively by Google. How can you test mobile switches for
your website?
Here you will find all details about this task.

6.5

Error Handling
Forecheck checks the following URL for each analysis:
www.domain.de/error_handling_test_by_forecheck_please_ignore.htm
For this purpose, the domain is determined by the URL you entered. It will examine how
the server responds to a non-existent URL so that the above URL is called. The server
should always return a 404 or 410 status code (regardless of the content being
displayed). If not returned, an error at Index 1 in the "Further Information" column is
displayed. Additionally, in the Benchmark tab an error is displayed under "4xx Error
Handling" (you will see a "1" there).
If the server is set so that it always delivers a correct page (Status 200), the search
engines will not crawl any faulty pages. But the principle has huge disadvantages:
Broken links can be difficult to find (alternative: use the search functions in Forecheck,
corresponding to Soft 404 errors)
The delivered pages are counted as Duplicate Content, which is generally detrimental
Visitors get a page that they do not expect (Error Page) and you may not know how
often this problem occurs
For this reason, Forecheck always checks the Error Handling. If it does not work properly
and an erroneous URL doesn't display a 404/410 Status, then this is interpreted as an
error in the analysis. You should definitely fix the problem so that Forecheck analyses will
run correctly! Otherwise, it is highly possible that numerous broken links will not be
found.
Forecheck will follow one redirect for the error handling check. If there are more redirects,
Forecheck will interpretate that as an error. In the following picture there is a sample of 3
redirects. In this case, the first index is a URL that doesn’t exist. After 3 redirects, index 4
delivers a page with the status 404.
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Normally, search engines can deal with such redirects, but it is unclear how many
redirects they will follow in the case of a 404/410 until the final page is reached. In
general, redirects should be avoided (please read the chapter about redirects and how to
deal with them). Additionally, Forecheck will follow one redirect until it gets a page with
such a status as a 404/410. If more than one redirect exists, Forecheck will handle this as
a handling error. This will help you in detecting that problem since it should be changed.
The best method is to deliver a 404 page immediately without any redirect. Since
redirects also slow down the load time for visitors, in general they should be avoided.
Tipp: Like in the picture above you can check the error handling of any domain by entering
a not existing URL. Actually Forecheck only checks the root directory, not sub directories.
But you can manually check any sub directory on a domain that way.
Please note that the Error Handling can be configured individually to some extent and an
optimal solution must be considered.
These requests can be detected (depending on the system and configuration) in your web
analysis system. It's a good idea to analyze this problem regularly.

6.6

Robots.txt, noindex, nofollow
Forecheck automatically checks if the robots.txt file is present and analyzes the content.
The contents of the robots.txt can be found in the "Robots" tab in the upper tab row as
well as the "Analysis" tab in the bottom row of tabs.
In addition, Forecheck also examines the meta tags and evaluates information for search
engines like "noindex" and "nofollow".
In the Analysis tab in the Robots column, Forecheck indicates whether or not the indexing
of a page is possible. A green cell indicates that the indexation is possible, while red
indicates that it is excluded. In this case, additional details are given as to what could
prevent indexing.

Robots Column

Multiple entries

index: Entry in the meta tag, same effect as when this entry is missing
follow: Entry in the meta tag, same effect as when this entry is missing

18
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robots.txt: The contents of the robots.txt prevent indexing
noindex: The file contains the entry "noindex" in the meta tags
nofollow: This entry in the meta tags is also displayed if the page can be indexed
Combinations of these data are displayed. The principle method is as follows: The
background color of the highest importance is always used. Therefore, if a page is
excluded by the robots.txt and the page additionally contains the information "nofollow",
the background color red is used (in this case for exclusion).
By default, Forecheck checks the robots.txt / the meta tag robots, shows the data in the
"Robots" columns and ignores this information. This can be set in the Project Settings.
This means that Forecheck analyzes pages even when they are excluded by the robots.txt.
This should assist in identifying problems that may not be relevant for search engines but
which are relevant for visitors. Also, broken links that lead to blocked pages will be
detected.

Setting the handling of the robots.txt / meta-tag robots

You can also set up Forecheck so that the data isn't ignored; this way Forecheck behaves
like a search engine. What shouldn't be indexed won't be analyzed. Please note,
however, that nevertheless URLs appear in the list of all URLs and are marked
accordingly. Forecheck determines in each case the status and content type of a URL,
even if this URL is excluded by the robots.txt or a robots meta tag.
In any case, Forecheck will find broken links.
If a URL is excluded from indexing, the content will not be evaluated. For such pages, no
title, description or data regarding content is included. There is only an indication that the
data is missing due to the robots.txt or a robots meta tag. If you have a combination such
as "noindex, follow" in the meta tags, Forecheck will include the links but not evaluate
the content.
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In the evaluation of the robots.txt, the selected User-Agent will be considered! If your site
uses different settings for different user-agents, the results can be different depending
on the selected user-agent.
Indexability
In the "Analysis" tab you will find the "Indexability" column. Forecheck analyzes the
indexability independently of the "Robots" column. It may be that a page which is not
excluded from the search engines is still severely limited in its indexability; for example,
a URL that contains many parameters. More details on this can be found in the
information provided in the respective columns in the Analysis tab.

6.7

Complete Analysis of large Websites
In principle, Forecheck can analyze websites with over 100,000 or even 1,000,000 pages.
In practice, there are some obstacles for a complete analysis. This is also the reason why
the bots/crawlers from search engines don't fully analyze websites. In most cases an
analysis will run "dead" and never end. There are additional reasons as well, some
pertaining to search engines and others to Forecheck.
A search engine will always go deeper into a page in the following cases:
1) The site has high importance (e.g. many inbound links)
2) The pages contain little or no duplicate content
3) The page number continuously increases the deeper the site goes
4) The site generates no or few timeouts
5) The site contains few errors
There must be a good reason for a search engine to go deeper into a website. However,
there are problems that can prevent this. Therefore, you must ensure that the problems
above are solved. Forecheck can "fizzle out" primarily due to point number 2 above. It
isn't infrequent for individual pages to be accessed by other URLs. Other parameters will
then be "passed through" to the links on the site, and ultimately Forecheck begins to
analyze all of the pages again. This process can result in an infinite loop. But since the
content is the same, a search engine will eventually stop crawling more content because
the search engine will find little new content.
Therefore, it is advisable to stop the analysis early on (you can continue later at any time,
even if an analysis has been saved and opened multiple times) or set a limit. At this
point, you should first check whether the 5 points above have been optimally solved. With
a Duplicate Content analysis, you can examine whether or not and to what extent such
problems exist. The more pages you analyze, the longer an analysis will take since each
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page must be compared to all the other pages. In general, the problem appears often
after a few thousand analyzed pages. More pages will bring no new information, only a
repetition of the mistakes and the slowing down of an evaluation!
If you have a large website and want a more in-depth analysis far beyond 1 million URLs
(and you are sure that it makes sense since the website has few errors and the search
engines also index more than 1 million pages of your website), then a 64-Bit version of
Forecheck will help. In this case, an analysis is only limited by the computer's memory.
Forecheck needs around 1 GB RAM for approximately 500,000 URLs (also depending on
the size of the pages), therefore you can go far beyond 1 million URLs with additional
RAM. Since most of the data is held in memory, the analysis will still be fast and much
faster than any web based service.
Note: Excel only allows approximately 1 million rows in one Excel sheet. Therefore, in this
case you must export data as CVS text files. If you are interested in a 64-Bit version of
Forecheck, please contact us!

6.8

Finding all pages of a Website
Forecheck runs through all of the links of all pages and therefore usually finds everything.
However, Forecheck cannot find pages that are not linked by at least one link within the
site. If you have landing pages on your website that only lead back to the website but
there is no link from the site to the landing page, Forecheck will not find this page. In this
case, an analysis will not return a complete analysis.
In the Project Menu, you can also load a URL list (Menu item Open URL List (Text File)).
Simply enter all the URLs in a text file (one URL per line). When opening a file, you can
select an option:
- Only check the URLs: This is useful if you only want to check if the files are still
available. Forecheck doesn't review the content of the URLs and therefore will not find
any links which could follow Forecheck.
- Full Analysis: Forecheck runs normally. It will download all of the URLs - analyzed and all
followed links. For example, you can enter additional landing pages of a domain so that
they will also be analyzed.

6.9

Google Analytics Setup
Here you will learn how to setup your access to the Google Analytics API. For this you
need a Google account. Be aware that this procedure can change from time to time and
Google might update the process or the website of the Google API console. We will keep
the information updated here.
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This setup only has to be done once for every installation of Forecheck. This API access
then works for all Google Analytics accounts that you want to import data from. Please
understand that the access to any data through this API is limited per day and that you
are solely responsible for the API access.
This process is a quite complicated (we didn't invent it!), but it allows you to setup your
own API access that only you use. Only you will have access to the API console unless
you give others your login data.
1. Create Google API project
Go to the Google API console and create a project (login with a Google account, you can
use any Google account you want). Now you see a big list of all API's that Google offers.
If you already have a Google API account, you can use that existing account.
The login must not be the login that you use for accessing Google Analytics!
Now choose "Analytics API" in that list. You can see the quota per day and the status,
which is actually "OFF". On the next page you must activate that API by clicking the "OFF"
button:

Please read the TOS and accept them to activate that API.
2. Create Client ID
Now click "Credentials" in the left menu. Afterwards click on "Create new Client ID":

Please then choose "Installed application" and "Other". Click on the button "Create Client
ID":
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Now you will see a client id value and a client secret value. You must enter these into
Forecheck. But first we need an additional key.
3. API access key
On the credentials page, click on "Create new key" in the Public API access:

In the following pop-up window, click on "Browser key":
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Then click on "Create". Leave the edit field for HTTP REFERRERS empty!
Now more data is viewable, including an API key (see below).
4. Consent Screen
Now click on "Consent Screen" in the left menu.

You must choose an email address (normally the one with which you log into the API
console) and a product name. You can enter whatever you like. This name will appear
later when you log into the Google Analytics account. If you don't define an email and
product name, the login to Google Analytics will fail!
This is what you should see in your console:
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5. Entering the data into Forecheck
Now you can go to the Menu Settings > Set Up Access to Google Analytics or click on the
"Setup" button in the Google Analytics Tab.
Enter the 3 values from the API console (see screenshot above), copy them from the
Google API console and click on "Save".

Now you can import data from any Google Analytics Account to which you have access.
For this, you have to select the profile within a Google Analytics Account. Please refer to
the Google Analytics Tab in the Analysis Tab to learn how to do this!

7

Start Tab
The first tab page provides a quick way to start an analysis. Simply type the URL in the
box and click Start. For such an analysis, the default project settings are always used, but
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they can also be edited.
For details on the manner in which Forecheck applies the project settings, click here.
After the start of an analysis, Forecheck automatically switches to the "Analysis" tab
page.

8

SEO Tasks and Problems
Here you will find typical SEO Tasks and their procedure.

8.1

Analyze proteced Pages / Folder
There are 2 possibilities to protect domains, Pages and Folders. Therefore, there are 2
possibilities within Forecheck to analyze such protected areas.
1) Proteced by htaccess file
2) Protected with a Login
In general you want to surpass that protection to make an analysis. To do so, the login
data is necessary.
In the chapter "URL Handling" within the Settings, both methods that exist in Forecheck
are described. Please read all of the included details!

8.2

Finding the Right Keywords
Finding The Right Keywords
The definition of a list of search terms has been the vital first step since the beginning of
SEO. Without this, you may be poking around too much in the fog or operate past the
target group. Here you will learn how to create such a list and what to watch for.
The search for the right words and word combinations is difficult. The number of
keywords searched increases from year to year because the searcher has learned how to
use and receive more word combinations in searches in order to get suitable results as
fast as possible. Every week around 20% -25% new keywords are searched for which have
never been previously used!
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Google Trends/Zeitgeist shows search trends and dynamics (www.google.com/trends/)
First, we would like to show you how Search behaves in order to draw conclusions on the
right terms and the right strategy in the selection of terms.
The results of a search engine optimization will be better, the better the term list is
matched to the target group. Let's consider how the "Long Tail" theory developed by Chris
Anderson says that niche products on the Internet sell better. It is clear that the quality of
visitors is higher for specific terms. This also results in a higher conversion rate. An
example:
"New car" has a lower conversion rate than terms such as "EU new car", "BMW new
cars", "BMW new cars Stuttgart" or "new car price comparison".
"Recruiters" has a lower conversion rate than "Recruiters Munich", "IT Recruiters" or
"Recruiters Software".
This depends, among other things, on the fact that searchers receive no matching results
for a very general term, and then specify the search by adding an additional term in more
detail. The Long Tail theory can be applied well to search terms because although there
are many terms heavily searched, the requests with 2 or more words have higher
conversion rates. The more specific a term is, the higher the conversion rate. It must be
remembered that one can optimize specific terms easier. Based on the Long Tail theory,
companies that host many specific terms generate more sales than when hosting a few
strongly desired terms.
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Number of keywords per query and the Frequency

Most searches since the end of 2007 have been made with 4 words, according to Google.
Other studies, such as the graph above show that the number of search terms over the
years have been diversified. This strong trend hasn't continued as strongly. One reason is
certainly due to Google making regional search results and universal search for some
keywords requiring separate searches unnecessary.
When someone searches today for the example "Recruiters", he will receive the results
from its immediate primary surroundings. A few years ago you had to specifically specify
a city to get suitable results. Also stating the city name is no longer necessary because
Google understands that some terms have a strong regional focus such as "restaurant" or
"hotel". The mobile search in which the location of the searcher plays a big role here, of
course, has a significant influence.
Nevertheless, it must be remembered that the number of websites and thus the number
of the search results grow dramatically for many years. To get better results, you have to
look too specific. People have learned how to deal with search engines.
Of course, one has to analyze the search behavior individually for each target group. The
examples are intended to show you how important it is to cover all areas of "long tail"
search. One who focuses only on highly searched terms may miss a large part of the
target group by focusing only on very specific criteria.
Considering a complete search process, many searchers start with a few words, but then
quickly expand their search to other words because the results are insufficient. Those
who are focused only on highly searched single keywords, and therefore eventually
placed in worse positions, and who isn't concerned about Long Tail searches, is little
noticed by the searcher. For suitable keywords, there are a few matching guidelines:
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- Only use terms that are searched
- Only use terms that fit the target group
- No trademark violations
The optimization of a keyword that isn't searched for is, of course, much easier, but then
of course these high rankings lead to nothing. However, the optimization of a slightly
searched term connected to your product or service will bring a great return when it hits
the target group very closely. Basically, it is recommended initially to understand the
entire search space, ie, relevant keywords of the target group, and then to define a
strategy and measures for an optimization.
Below you will find a couple of guidelines for the research of search terms. It is crucial
that you first get as much "Input" as possible regarding how the target group could
searches. The better the input, the better the further research will be.
We would like to show an example pertaining to the complexity of search behavior. You
should learn from this example how your target group might behave when searching.
Please always bear in mind:
- Think from the customer's point of view
- Customers always have an issue that you might be able to solve
- Think sometimes "out of the box"
In our example, we consider the student Ben. He has a simple problem: In his apartment
is a mountain of dirty laundry. In the past he has solved the problem by using a
laundromat, but the company has unfortunately has gone out of business. Ben now has
several options:
He is an engineer and knows the product for solving the problem: He is looking for
"washing machine"
He lives brand-conscious and searches for "samsung washing machine"
He is a supporter of Outsourcing (Business Administration student) and searches for
"laundry"
Because he wants to solve the problem regionally, he looks for "laundry new york"
Unable to find anything useful, he specifies it precisely: "self service laundry new
york"
Later he finds another term and searches for "dry cleaning new york"
The results are more aimed at business, so he will fallback to "laundromats new york"
He wants yet another try with another laundromat and searches for "launderettes new
york" and "coin laundry new york"
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He tackles the problem in the short term and searches for "pants" and "underwear"
because he just wants to buy new clothes
He is looking for "washing powder" since it appears the most favorable variant for him
He then searches for "hand wash" because he still has no washing machine
He knows his exact problem and searches for "dirty laundry"
He knows his problem and goes back to the solution from before: "clean laundry"
He searches for "wash laundry" as the recommended solution
A final variant appears as the most promising to him. He searches for "Bus Schedule"
and takes the laundry to his mother.
This example only partly shows which variety of options your audience may target. It is
crucial that one determines all the search possibilities - then an optimization will be more
successful. For research, it is important to put yourself in the customer's shoes.
What is the problem/issue one has that you can solve? What problems do you solve
with your offers, products and services?
How could he formulate this problem? It's possible that the customer doesn't even
know the possible solutions!
Which products could he search for that solve his problem? Perhaps the customer
doesn't know the technical terms or your products!
What solutions could he know and how could he formulate these? He may not know
your solutions!
Depart from prior knowledge (language of the searcher may be different from yours)!
The better the analyzed list of relevant keywords, the better you will understand your
target audience, their needs, language use and how to customize your site to the needs
of the target group. Thus, there are cases where you have different target groups
searching the same search terms. For example, when someone searches for "exercises
math grade 8", you don't know if they are students, teachers or parents who are looking
for something.

Google suggests: grade 1, 6 and 2 are probably the most
difficult regarding mathematics.

It is important that the target group is also mentioned on the page on which the searcher
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lands. Parents searching for "homework exercises" that lead offers to teachers most
likely have high bounce rates. Even if there are many possibilities, the same for parents,
students and teachers, the searcher seeks suitable results for his problem.
This example shows that there can be extreme differences when a provider for help in
learning mathematics has divided his website into offers for teachers, students and
parents. Searchers then land on one of these three offer pages. Absence of cross
references to other offers for the other target groups can already lose a lot of potential
clients. The logic of your offers do not need to match the logic of the searcher. It can help
to create specific landing pages for the searcher that pave the way to the right offers,
thereby appealing as well to the target audience.
A common problem is that companies think "top-down", according to the navigation of
their website. A lot of energy and effort in the navigation often puts a to pack all items in
a logical structure.
It often requires a lot of energy and effort to pack all items in a logical structure within
the navigation. This makes sense from the company's perspective, and perhaps also for
the visitor who lands on the home page and would like to navigate. Usually when visitors
land on a page far down in the index, they have no idea of the company's philosophy and
don't know how to navigate from the home page to the target page. Again, mistakes are
often made.
Note as well the opposite effect: with the "wrong" terms you may reach the wrong
audience and you only get unqualified queries.
Here are a few additional examples:
You provide solutions for Feng Shui. Your target audience possibly searches for "interior
design" or "interior design" and Feng Shui is one of many possibilities (The keywords
related to your solutions are a subset of further search terms)
You offer computer cases for the industry? Then the term "computer case" will only
bring requests from end users. Other terms are relevant here.
You have developed a new process or product which solves a new problem? In this case
no one will search for your solution but rather after the problem. So began the searches
for "vacuum cleaner robot" to appear in Google significantly starting in late 2008,
although worldwide in 2008 already 940,000 had been sold. The first devices have
already existed since the late nineties.
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Search requests for "vacuum cleaner robot" according to Google Trends

Each company offers individual solutions with its offers, and therefore an individual list of
search terms must be created for each company that is tailored to the specific offers. The
analysis of search terms is the basis for all further steps, whether SEO, Adwords metrics,
creating content (content marketing), etc.
We hope that this document will help you to open your eyes to your customers and make
it possible to better know your customers. When you know the needs of your customers,
you can better reach them. This is very important to the search engines. And of course,
you can learn a lot about the target group through search behavior.
Keyword Tools
There are numerous free tools that are sufficient for a search. But you have to remember
that a detailed time analysis is required. Google Keyword planner: You must create a
Google Adwords account (www.google.de/adwords/) to be able to use this tool.

8.3

Fix Broken Links
Forecheck detects all broken links and differs between internal and external links. Fixing
these may seem simple, however, it's necessary to find the origin of the problem.
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Concerning broken links, Forecheck offers two additional reports: Page report and Link
report.
First be aware that the broken link reports only detect the status codes 4xx (which means
status codes 400 to 499), but in most cases the status code 404 appears (="not found").
Links to domains that do not exist have another status code, in most cases no status code
at all. Issues such as these are collected in the server error report "Others". However,
these can also be broken links and therefore we will analyze them.
You can report all pages and their broken links or all broken links with all pages where
they occur. The idea behind it: More easily locate the origin of the problem.
If a broken link is only on one single page or a few pages, this usually means that it is a
manually entered link that must be fixed manually. Broken links on many pages are
probably within a template, which require correcting that template. You can also export
the reports to Excel and process the problems.
For external broken links, there are two possibilities: The URL has changed or the domain
no longer exists (these cases are not part of this broken link report, they are reported in
the "Others" report under server errors - but we will also cover them here). In the first
case you just have to find the new URL and correct it. In the second case you may fall
back to a similar website. In particular cases this may not be desired, e.g. a blog article
that has a link to a page that no longer exists. You could delete that link, which may
confuse the reader since the link is expected to appear. Alternatively, you could
implement a change to your website.
Broken links are still links, but they do not lead to an external URL. Instead, they should
lead to an internal page that states that this link no longer exists. This information could
be shown within a tool tip or a short hint that this link worked when creating that page
but now it is deactivated because the target website no longer exists. This is valuable
information for the visitor because it avoids confusion.
However, be aware that this should only be implemented if a link is permanently broken.
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Be careful to avoid a situation such as an external link temporarily broken due to the
target website being down.

8.4

Fix Server Problems
Fixing server problems can be quite complex. Forecheck differs between the following
server errors:
5xx: Status code that usually means that a server error occurred (status codes 500-599) .
Depending on the status code, you should try to fix this problem, although it's usually not
possible for external links (such external links are part of the "Fix "Broken Links" section).
Others: These are internal error codes, which means that your computer was not able to
connect to the server. These could also be due to broken links (such broken links are part
of the "Fix Broken Links" Section). Additionally, the internet connection could be bad or
your PC has a problem with the network connection.
<200: Such status codes normally do not appear because they reflect that the client
(which means Forecheck) will continue the download. These codes are usually temporary.
They are a sign of a client problem, not a server problem.
For all cases you should try to reproduce the problem. Does it appear when you open the
URL manually (double click on the URL within Forecheck)? If yes, does it still appear after
some time has passed? Is it really a permanent problem or only a temporary issue?
Afterward, try to find out what is really happening depending on the status code (see full
list of status codes).
If it appears on an external link and it is a permanent problem, you should change the link
or delete it completely.
If you get a status code that is not on an official status code list, it is an individually
defined status code. You should ask the webmasters, programmers or developers of the
CMS / Shop system to find the reason for the problem.
If you cannot reproduce the problem and it only appears within Forecheck, it may be
related to the Settings in Forecheck (e.g. User Agent, Cookie handling, etc.). It only may
appear if you request pages in the same order as Forecheck does.
The big question is how many visitors will get the same problem? All webanalytics
systems like Google Analytics will not track server problems, but they should be tracked
in the log files of the server. In many cases errors are logged in a separate log file (error
log file). You should inspect that log file to see how many visitors are affected by this
problem. Be aware that crawlers like Forecheck will also create logged server errors. Log
files normally cannot distinguish between human visitors and crawlers.
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Another reason for the problem could be additional software or hardware like load
balancing systems.

8.5

Checking mobile pages and redirects
If you conduct users with mobile devices to a mobile page, there are numerous details to
observe. Forecheck offers ways to check these details.
Google tests a page with various information. The test may only check whether or not a
page provides a mobile solution (responsive or a mobile alternative). Whether the page
has been correctly implemented can't be determined.
The following information pertains not only to responsive websites, but on pages
specifically for mobile devices. If your site is already responsive, the following tests are
not necessary because your website doesn't specifically offer pages for mobile devices.
According to Google, a switch to mobile websites should always show the appropriate
content similar to the content of desktop browsers. Redirects must therefore lead to
appropriate mobile pages. It may be that other implemented redirects (e.g. the mobile
home page) is rated negatively by Google. Here is an official statement from Google
about this topic.
How can you test mobile switches for your website?
First, you can read the Optimize redirects chapter to understand how such redirects
should be implemented. Only redirects that redirect to the corresponding page will work
best. In such cases, you have the best chance that the anchor text and link juice are
passed to the new pages.
If redirects are not implemented correctly, they can be classified as sneaky redirects. This
not only happens with incorrect mobile redirects but also in general when the user-agent
is analyzed to deliver different content. Examples include a server delivering different
content for search engines crawlers than for visitors (which is called cloaking) or
redirecting some user-agents to another page. Incorrect redirects can hurt the entire
website!
Mobile switches are an important topic, but you should also check if the website in
general delivers different content for different user-agents.
Regarding user-agents: With a string value a server can identify the device. There are
user-agents for desktop browsers, mobile devices (browsers on mobile devices) and
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crawlers that index websites. A string can be sent to the server with the request. You can
easily manipulate this string, and within Forecheck you can change the user-agent as you
prefer.

You can proceed as follows for the testing of mobile redirects:
1) Run a normal analysis. The pages will be displayed and you can export this data. Use
the filter in the Analysis tab and filter the results for only internal pages (no external
pages!).
2) Export the result to an Excel or CSV file.
3) Now copy only the URLs into a text file. Now there is a list of all your internal pages (or
at least those analyzed). Every URL sets in its own line.
3) Now you can import this URL list in the menu feature Open URL List (Text File). You can
then choose if only these URLs will be checked. In this case, Forecheck won't follow all
new found links, rather it will only check the URLs in the list.
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4) Select a User-Agent from a mobile device in the settings, then start the analysis. Be
aware that your mobile switch may differ between smartphones and tablets. Nearly all
tablets are able to show websites correctly without limitations. A mobile switch for
tablets is normally a clear disadvantage.
You can now start the analysis and look at all pages in which URLs are forwarded. A
mobile switch can be checked by comparing the URLs. The target of the redirect is listed
in the column Redirect.

8.6

Check XML Sitemaps
Basically: If you are using sitemaps, these should be setup without errors. Otherwise, it is
an indication of a "bad state" of the website. Such sitemap files should be as complete as
possible. The search engines interpret these files. Just because a page exists in a
sitemap file doesn't mean that it will be indexed by a search engine and that it can be
found in the search results!
Unfortunately, sitemaps are often used incorrectly, poorly maintained, and don't resolve
any website problems. But only when a website is as error-free as possible and the
specified pages in a sitemap are linked in the internet or have visitors, will the URLs in a
sitemap be indexed. However, you can often dispense entirely with the use of sitemaps
when the site itself is largely error-free. Sitemaps are particularly of help to search
engines when URLs are particularly difficult to understand. The standard was introduced
in 2006, much earlier than other standards such as the Canonical Link. It is disputed as to
when and whether the implementation of sitemaps is useful. If you use sitemaps, these
should be as complete and accurate as possible!
With Forecheck, there are two possibilities for checking XML-Sitemaps:
1) Menu item Project > Open XML-Sitemap. Here you can check the targeted URLs in a
sitemap and find out which URLs in a sitemap function and those which don't. You have a
few options when opening a sitemap. In this case, Forecheck will not include any
additional URLs from the analysis. Here briefly are the options:
- Check Status: Provides the status of each URL (no additional information)
- Full Analysis: Downloads and analyzes the URLs but does not follow the links or add any
additional URLs from the analysis with the exception of redirects. These are added to the
analysis.
Option: Follow redirects to the end. Basically, redirects should not be in a sitemap. If you
enable this option, the result is always displayed on one line. Otherwise, the URL
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redirects are added as new URLs and it is then difficult to assign them to the URLs of the
sitemap. Try which option is appropriate for your analysis.
2) Add XML-Sitemaps in the Settings of the analysis: This is a complete analysis and
provides much more information. Below are details on the evaluation.
Additionally: Forecheck controls the reading of Sitemaps index files. These are sitemaps
with references to one or more sitemap files.
Note: If a URL in a sitemap appears duplicated or you analyzed multiple sitemaps and a
URL appears more than once, it will only be added once in the analysis.
If you analyze sitemaps in a project, you will find this information in the column for XML
sitemaps (pictured below in the rightmost column). The number indicates in which
sitemap the URL is read - indicated in this example as index 2. When you evaluate
multiple sitemaps, you can assign the number at hand from which sitemap file the URL is
included. Each sitemap file receives its own index. Since all sitemaps are processed
sequentially, an additional sitemap file can be assigned a higher index.
The two columns to the left of the XML column in Forecheck indicate whether a URL was
also found through crawling, parsing pages and links (in which case "FC" is indicated in
the column). Here we describe a few possible outcomes.

Analysis of XML-Sitemap files

In the row for index 2 (far left) is found the URL of the sitemap itself. If you define a
project XML-Sitemap, Forecheck reads this right after the start of the analysis and writes
the index of the sitemap file into the column for Sitemaps. Hence, you see in the picture
after the line with Index 2 some more lines with the words "2" in the column for Sitemaps
because Forecheck has read all of these URLs from the sitemap files.
In the row for index 3, the column with the Forecheck logo includes "FC" in the row. This
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means that Forecheck has also found this URL by crawling. In the rows for Index 5, 6, 7
and 8, no "FC" is included in the column. This means that the URL appears in the sitemap
but was not found through crawling.
Please note, however, that this result is only reliable if you allow Forecheck to analyze
the site long enough. If a URL included in the sitemap is quite deep in the site, Forecheck
must first analyze it before it will appear in the column.
A search engine will not index a URL when it isn't discoverable by links on the Internet,
either through links on its own website or through other links on the internet. Therefore,
in the example here where URLs stated as index 5 through 8 relating to the sitemap are
not found by Forecheck through crawling, there is most likely a need for action. Is the URL
in the sitemap up to date? Forecheck checked this URL and it can be seen in the image
that the pages for index 5 and 6 exist. However, they are probably not linked to other
pages on the site. Why is this so?
In the row for index 7, the URL of the sitemap checked by Forecheck could not found by
crawling and in addition is a 302 redirect (therefore highlighted in yellow). Redirects in a
sitemap make no sense, therefore, this URL should be removed from the sitemap. In the
case of index 8, the URL is non-existent and the server returns an error (highlighted in
red). This URL must be removed from the sitemap as well.
You can determine which URLs will not be found by crawling and which URLs in the
sitemap contain errors with the help of the columns for code (here Forecheck and
sitemaps). If you cannot easily rid the sitemaps of errors because they are automatically
generated, it is perhaps better not to use the sitemap file.

8.7

Optimize Indexability
This is a very basic task, and various reports and tasks have the objective to improve the
indexability. Therefore, in the following information you will find a list of measures and
reports that you should carry out and in which better indexability is a primary goal.
The most important aspect of improving the indexability naturally means getting more
pages of a website in the index of search engines. In addition, it also aims towards
making the existing indexed pages for the search engines more relevant.
Hierarchy
A flat hierarchy means that the link popularity of pages that are deeper in the content of
a page is reduced. In addition, this means that pages are more easily accessible from the
home page.
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For this, Forecheck shows with the word "Level" how many clicks you need to get the
shortest route from the start URL to the respective URL (shortest click path). If your
website has a flat hierarchy, it is beneficial. The rule that you should have a maximum of
100 or 150 links on a page is in general irrelevant. For large sites, even 300 or more links
are unproblematic.
However, a flat hierarchy should not mean sacrificing usability. If one takes a navigation
menu with 5 elements and turns it into 10 so that more pages are directly linked to the
navigation, this is counterproductive. One should try to combine both methods.
If there is an internal search, you should consider what terms are most commonly sought.
This could be an indication that the visitors have a problem trying to find something
pertaining to the navigation. For example, one can create a menu with keywords oriented
towards the searches. This helps both the search engines and the visitors!
In the Analysis tab, there are filters that you can use where all the levels can be viewed
or removed. You can also see the total number of URLs in the levels.

You can combine the filters, for example, only to allow all URLs of level 3 and only to
display images. If the image search is also relevant, the same applies here. Images at a
higher hierarchy (lower level) will be seen as more relevant. The image shows a site with
a very poor hierarchy. Ideally, the number of URLs per level increase at the exponential
square. In this case, the number of URLs regarding high levels should drop drastically.
URL Parameter
The column Indexability analyzes exactly that. The more parameters that a URL has, the
worse it is. If the URL has a session ID, this is quite unfavorable. But there are several
ways to fix this.
Session IDs should be stored in cookies and in principle shouldn't appear in the URL, or
only if no cookie can be applied. In the Google Search Console (GSC) and the Bing
Webmaster Tools (BWT), you can banish these from the URLs. Usually they are
automatically recognized by the search engines. With Forecheck, you can also exclude
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parameters in the Analysis, if you want to adjust the behavior of search engines and the
settings in the GSC/BWT.
If you want to reduce the parameters, you can also check which parameters don't change
the content of pages. These can be excluded in the GSC / BWT and entered in Forecheck
for analysis. Of course, you should examine how parameters can be omitted entirely from
a technical standpoint.
However, before one removes these and risks getting a lot of crawl errors, one should
first exclude the parameters in GSC/BWT and check to see if these also disappear from
the search engine indexes (which can take weeks before the information appears in the
search engines).Then can one technically remove these from the URLs.
Robots.txt and noindex
Forecheck analyzes all URLs by default, including those which are excluded by the
robots.txt or meta tag robots (refer to the columns Robots and Robots.txt 2). You can read
here exactly how Forecheck bypasses the robots data and what can be done here. Why
does Forecheck do this?
Not infrequently, pages are excluded from indexing which can actually be indexed. As a
rule, the most pages as possible should be indexed. Therefore, you should check where
the indexability can be improved. Basically, the more pages the better, and the more
content the better.
You can enter a separate robots.txt in the settings and this will be tested the same as
with an existing robots.txt. In the Robots.txt 2 column, the results can be viewed and
compared to the Robots column. Attention! You can't simulate meta tags noindex here.
The noindex in the meta tags should be completely avoided because it adversely affects
the internal link popularity. Sometimes it is used to avoid duplicate content, but this is the
worst solution (please read the Details on Duplicate Content). Generally, the nofollow
element should be completely dispensed with in the links because the link popularity is
destroyed. For this purpose, one can use the nofollow report in Forecheck. Remove all
nofollow data in the internal links and try to reduce the number of pages that are not
blocked by robots.txt or meta tag robots.
Backlinks
Of course, the inbound links play a role, both in external domains as well as the internal
domain. If a Domain has more inbound links from other domains, a search engine is sure
to penetrate even deeper into a page, as this is considered to be more relevant than a
domain with few incoming backlinks.
Pages that are only slightly linked within the site are also considered important. You can
easily sort the URLs according to the column "Inbound Links".
The best solution is to filter all of the pages and sort this column, then you can
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immediately see which pages have few incoming links. If these pages and content have
little relevance, that's fine.
Generally, however, pages with a low level should have the most inbound links and as
many as possible.
The indexability is influenced by many other factors as well:
Broken Links, Server problems and Soft 404 errors are always detrimental and have an
effect on the indexability.
Redirects (including 301 redirects) should generally be avoided because they adversely
affect the indexability. This isn't an issue when forwarding from an old page to a new
page. However, such redirects won't be found in an analysis of a domain when the old
URLs aren't linked to the pages reported in an analysis of the site.
Analyze the internal Link popularity with the Link Juice report. However, you should
first resolve the error above and rethink the hierarchy because this affects the link
popularity. If you make improvements to the website, you will see it in this report. This
report is somewhat complex, and you should first read the Help carefully before you
make evaluations.
XML Sitemaps can help improve the indexability. In principle, however, these do not
solve any problems. Therefore, it makes sense to try to solve the problems and improve
the indexability without an XML Sitemap. Very often, XML Sitemaps are faulty.
Therefore, you should regularly test the XML Sitemaps with Forecheck. How to do this
can be found here.
Please pay attention to:
The change of page URLs leading to a crawling Error (404 errors, broken links) because
the search engines will continue to try to index the page. When you change URLs, always
be sure to forward from the old URL to the new URL using a 301 redirect. In general, if
possible the URLs shouldn't be changed.

8.8

Optimize Redirects
First, let's have a look at redirects and SEO questions in general.
You can jump down to Concrete Actions if you prefer!
Redirects and SEO
Redirects are normally not a problem. However, there are some important points you
must consider.
- Redirects with the status code 301 are permanent redirects. All others are treated as
temporary redirects.
- Link popularity or link juice is not passed (completely) to the target URL. 301 redirects
are the best option for passing link juice.
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- Redirects per Meta Refresh should be avoided.
- Every single redirect costs time and increases the load time.
- The target URL of every redirect can be found in the Redirect column.
Redirects for domain relocation or relaunch
In this context, redirects are extremely important. You will find all of the details on this
topic in the sections below. By reading the following sections, you will better understand
why and how redirects should be implemented in these cases and why most pages should
be redirected as a 301 to the new page.
Redirects for mobile switches
More information on this topic is provided here. To understand the context, you should
read this chapter completely, which explains why you should possibly use a 302 instead
of a 301. Regarding how you can test such redirects, please read the chapter Checking
mobile redirects.
Do redirects pass link popularity / link juice?
Let's take a deeper look at redirects. Think about a page that gets a new location. There
may be one or even more links to that page that are now redirected to a new page. What
happens with the link popularity that the former page had?

Here Matt Cutts from Google explains that redirects do not pass link juice completely
(similar to the way links act):

Video Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Filv4pP-1nw Short URL: http://
goo.gl/9vzGHz
Since the introduction of the Canonical Link (see the column Canonical Link within
Forecheck) there are discussions about using canonical links instead of 301 redirects.
Please consider that a Canonical Link does not redirect, rather it only affects the behavior
of the search engines and acts as additional information. Implementing canonical links
can lead to many problems and errors. That is why the Duplicate Content section is so
detailed. 301 redirects are defined selectively or as a rule implemented with regular
expressions and are much easier to maintain.
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There are different types of redirects, the most common are versions with the Status
Code 301 and the Meta Refresh. But there are additional ones besides 301 and 302
status codes in the 3xx block.
Redirects are mainly implemented through text files (htaccess file at Apache, in the
backend at IIS Servers or in the config file at Nginx). Additionally, redirects can be
implemented individually on every single page. All programming languages for the web
offer such possibilities. In HTML it is the Meta Refresh element.
In general, Google will list the target URL of a 301 redirect rather than the origin. The
redirecting URL normally will not be listed in the search engine results regardless of the
type of redirect. There are a few exceptions, for example, domain names. If the start page
of a domain redirects, for example such as a language switch, it is possible that you can
see data from the target URL even though the URL of the start page is shown. This
depends on the circumstances. Redirects can be complex. Matt Cutts explains further in
some examples about how Google reacts to 302 redirects:
https://www.mattcutts.com/blog/seo-advice-discussing-302-redirects/
Do redirects pass the anchor text?
In another video Matt Cutts explains that anchor text is passed through redirects, but he
does not explicitly say when and when not. This may change over time.

For a domain relocation or relaunch it makes sense that link text is passed, and therefore
Google can more easily allocate keywords to the target pages. But this only makes sense
if there are numerous redirects for a lot of pages to applicable target pages.

Presumably it depends on how many redirects point to a URL. If multiple redirects point to
a URL, the link text is certainly not passed. When a lot of redirects point to the home
page of a domain, it doesn't make sense to consider the link texts. For individual redirects
from one URL to another URL which otherwise show no forwarding, it does make sense.
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Video Link: www.youtube.com/watch?v=70LR8H8pn1M Short URL: goo.gl/2Mpkrd
Therefore, with a relaunch it is important to implement redirects with matching URLs for
as many pages as possible because not only will the new URLs be indexed faster, but
also because the link text is passed on, which refers to the forwarded pages. Through this
method, the new pages can achieve better rankings faster!
Concrete actions you should take:
The following sections give you concrete actions that you should take depending on the
results of your analysis.
301 Redirects
They are the best possible form of redirects. However, you should check in all cases if
you can avoid them. Example: The start page of a website has a language switch that
redirects per 301 to a matching sub page. A 301 redirect at the start page reduces the
link popularity of all pages that are "behind" that redirect. Even when it has a very
minimal effect, it is there. If a redirect takes some time, for example in distinguishing
between the user-agent regarding a device or browser, this will increase the negative
effect. Additionally, a redirect needs a little time. Together they reduce a little bit of the
significance of your website. You should try to avoid such redirects and to combine
redirect chains (see below). 301 redirects that shall "save" a broken link or a broken
backlink are normally indispensable. Also redirects from http to https are indispensable
as well.
In the following video Matt Cutts talks about redirects and their maximum number as well
as redirect chains. In general there is no limit for the number of redirects, but there are
for redirect chains. For this, Forecheck includes the report Redirect Chains (see below).

Video Link: www.youtube.com/watch?v=r1lVPrYoBkA Short-URL: goo.gl/0Kd1B5
302 Redirects
You should check whether these redirects are mandatory. Then you should check if they
can be implemented with 301s since 302 redirects are temporary and do not pass link
popularity. If you use such redirects on internal pages, you unnecessarily wipe out link
juice. There is normally no reason not to use a 301 instead of a 302. Unfortunately, many
servers use 302 as the default status code for redirects.
But if a redirect really is temporary and this will change in the near future, keep the 302.
Additionally, Google said in the summer 2014 that you should use a 302 instead of a 301
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when redirecting mobile users to another page. The reason Matt Cutts gave was that you
may want to change that behavior in the future. It looks as if mobile redirects do not pass
link popularity at all, as they are just an alternative to the desktop. Google is only
interested in showing the mobile URL in the search results when you search with a
smartphone (by the way, when Google talks about mobile, they just mean smartphones,
not tablets. In most cases tablets can duplicate the desktop version well, therefore
normally there isn't a need to redirect tablet users to a mobile version of your website,
unless tablet users have a small display).
Therefore, it doesn't really matter if you use a 301 or 302 for mobile redirects, but when
you think of changing these redirects in the near future, then a 302 is better.
3xx Redirects
Other versions of redirects are rare and unusual and should be avoided. Check why such
redirects occur! Changes to such redirects must be done at the server side.
Meta-Refresh
You should no longer use a Meta Refresh. Google states that they should be avoided
(https://www.seroundtable.com/meta-refresh-no-google-13737.html). These redirects
need more time than a 301 and do not pass link popularity. If you use a Meta Refresh
with a duration, the redirect will take much more time. If you specify a duration that is
noticeably long (more than a couple of seconds), Google will not interpret it as a redirect
at all (meaning it does not pass anything to the target URL).
In general, there are statements out there that a Meta Refresh with a duration of 0
seconds is treated as a 301. These statements are quite old and a change to a 301 is
always the better solution.
There are of course exceptions: A Meta Refresh is often used for links to external URLs
where you want to inform the user that he is now redirected to an external Domain. For
this situation, a Meta Refresh is a good solution. But such links are often used in
protected areas where search engines are not allowed to crawl. On public websites you
should not use such a solution since external links are also important for the algorithms
of the search engines. You could also use a tooltip with text for external links that pop
ups when the mouse moves over the link. In general you should also avoid redirects from
an internal page to an external page.
Redirect Chains
It is clear that redirect chains are problematic, especially internal redirect chains. Long
chains with more than 5 elements are defined as an error within Forecheck. Every single
redirect kills link popularity to a certain degree and necessitates more time for the
crawler and the user. Be aware that Forecheck also detects Meta Redirects like in the
example below. Meta redirects should be avoided in all cases.
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In the report you can see all of the chains and you should try to understand the reason
and avoid them. Normally you cannot change redirects on external domains, but they are
of course no problem for your domain. Internal and external redirects are therefore listed
separately. For redirects on external domains, you can only check whether you can modify
the link that leads users to the target URL more quickly.
Nested redirect chains
Redirects can be part of more than one redirect chain! In the following picture you can
see a chain of 4 URLs that starts with index 249. The second element is index 577. Below
you will see another chain that starts with index 577. As long as index 577 is only linked
from index 249 like in the first chain, there is no second chain. But you can see that index
577 is linked from 5 URLs. There are also pages other than index 249 that link to index
577.
This is important information when fixing redirect issues, especially redirect chains.
When you want to fix such a chain, you must know ALL URLs that link to one URL within
that chain to fully understand the cause. For example, when you change index 249 so that
it redirects directly to index 714, the last URL in the first chain, this would not solve the
problem of the second chain that starts with index 577.
When you select (click on) a URL of a chain, all occurrences of that index will be selected
in that report! Like in the picture below, you can see that by selecting index 577, both are
selected in that report.

In the next picture, you can see the 5 incoming links of index 577 marked with red
rectangles. They show such nested redirect chains through the inbound link number.
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First, if a URL that is part of a redirect chain has more than one incoming link and it is not
the first URL in such a chain, this indicates nested redirect chains. The image below
shows that example:

Index 249 redirects to index 577, which itself has 5 inbound links (one from index 249 and
4 additional inbound links from other URLs). Be aware that indexes 713 and 714 have one
inbound link which is the redirect. Neither index has any other pages linking to them.
Now you can see in the report screenshots above that the reports of the redirect chains
themselves do not show the incoming links indexes, they just show the number of
inbound links. If you want to know which pages link to a certain URL, you can use the
context menu (right mouse click).
In the following image you can see the context menu that appears when you right click on
a URL. Choose 'Show URL in tab "Links"' and you will be redirected to the Links tab where
the chosen URL has already been selected (you will find more about the tab links here).
To the left you can see the inbound links. In this tab you can also see the outbound links
on the right side (not visible in the image below). In the case of a redirect, it is always
only one outbound link, as a redirect always has just one target URL. But please be aware
of the difference between internal redirects and external redirects (see below).
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Internal and external redirect chains
The report first contains all internal redirect chains, when the first URL of the chain is an
internal URL. If the first URL of a chain is external, then it will be listed in the section on
all external chains (further down in the report).
In general, Forecheck will check the status of external URLs, so they are also listed in the
Analysis tab and have an index. When Forecheck detects a redirect at an external link,
then it follows all directs (up to 10), but these URLs will not get an index and you will not
find those URLs in the Analysis tab. That explains why such redirects do not appear in the
Links tab as outbound links.
In the example above, the selected Facebook URL is an external link (outbound link) that
has 2 inbound links (at the left) but no outbound link on the right (not visible in the image
above). The Facebook URL redirects and has a redirect chain. In the Links tab you can
only see the first URL of the chain and no more outbound links. They will only be listed in
the Redirect Chain report.
In the Analysis tab, you will see the status code of the last URL in that chain.
In the example above, the Facebook URL has 4 steps in the chain and the last URL has
the status code 200, which is displayed for that URL in the Analysis tab in the image
below.

As you can see, Forecheck does not show the status code 301 that this URL has. Why is
that?
As a user of Forecheck, it is important to know that a link works (which means it has a
status 200). If that link has one or more redirects and Forecheck displayed a 301 or 302,
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you would not know if the link works. Links to Facebook and many other websites always
have several redirects before the user lands on the target page. It is always better to
show the status code of the last URL on external URLs. This does not apply to internal
URLs where the status code of the URL is always displayed!
Chains that start internally and then go external are also listed within the internal chains.
Within the Analysis tab, you are not able to detect redirect chains. The redirect chain
report makes it easy to see all redirect chains and to optimize or eliminate them.

8.9

Soft404 Problems
Soft 404 problems are not problems that one can recognize by simple technical values
such as a typical broken link. 404 ("Not Found") stands for the most well-known answer a
server details when an error occurs.
Soft 404 is intended to mean that a page or a URL should be rated as a "Not Found" error
when interpreted by software. Such are cases when there are pages that have the status
200 from the server (which means "everything is OK") but are nevertheless useless or
defective.
Since 2014, Google and other search engines classify "worthless" pages as Soft 404
errors. These are pages that have no useful content, such as a search results page with
no results. Below are some typical examples of Soft 404 errors.
At the conclusion, you will find information on how to solve the problems!
Error message from the server
The answer from the server only exists as an error message like in the following image.

Naturally, this page is completely useless for users. Therefore, the problem must be
identified and corrected. These are usually errors that happen in the processing of the
request to the server. They may consist of such problems as "parsing error", "SQL error"
and similar issues. Normally, the server cannot process the request and therefore
provides an error message which is reproducible.
In rare cases, the problems may not be reproducible. In these instances, the problem only
occurs sporadically. If you open the URL that Forecheck identifies as faulty, you may not
be able to reproduce the problem. In this case, you should take a look at the page's
source code in Forecheck. Because Forecheck received the error at the time of analysis,
this can be seen in the source code.
In some cases, an "SQL Error" may occur only sporadically and is output as an error
message in the page header, while the page itself looks "normal". In this case, the page
is usually not classified as a Soft 404. If such an error is suspected, you can use the Full
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Text Search to find such errors in all of the source code or content. This is possible but
usually only if you know which text is creating the error output.
JavaScript files are delivered as pages
JavaScript files that are delivered as "text / html" are treated as pages. In these cases,
the content is senseless and useless. As a rule, visitors should not land on such pages of
the site since they are not visibly linked. However, search engines still treat these as
pages.

It would be correct to use as content-type the value "text/javascript", "application/xjavascript" or "application/javascript". Please check the column "Content-Type" in
Forecheck and correct the error.
Pages with Dynamic Content
Some pages have seemingly meaningful content that is only dynamically loaded into the
page. In the picture below you can see an example: Left: page of ibm.com with JavaScript
enabled; right: with JavaScript disabled.
For search engines, dynamic content is often "unreadable". In the picture to the right, the
page has very little content. In such a case, the page can also be classified as a Soft 404
because no useful content is present.
So if you open a page in the browser and it consists of useful content, consider whether
the content loads into the page dynamically. To check this, disable JavaScript. This can
easily be handled with Forecheck.
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In the Analysis tab, click on the URL that you want to examine (image 1) and then at the
bottom of the Browser tab (image 2). Here you will find the feature Search Engine
Glasses.

Click on the button marked in the image with the number 3. This shows you visually what
the search engine "sees" on a page. Here JavaScript is also disabled.
When you click the leftmost button in the row with the buttons, you will see the page in
text form. Here, however, the formatting is maintained with regard to the text. You can
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see in text form what Search Engine Glasses understands from a page.

For more information on the functionality, see the chapter in the Browser Tab.
The figure below illustrates yet another example of a page that has JavaScript disabled
and has practically no content. The content is indeed useful for the user because he
learns that he has to enable JavaScript. For a search engine this page is worthless, and it
makes no sense to include them in the index of a search engine!

Pages with little or no content
These are pages that have little or no content, "meaningless" or "worthless" content.
Please note that these pages may be listed in the report under "No Content" or "Little
Content".
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However, these could also be redirects. In the following you will see a page at
Google.com that forwards via the Meta Refresh.

This page has very little content and it is relatively "worthless". Therefore, the content is
worthless for search engines. For redirects you should generally not use the Meta Refresh
(see also the Meta Refresh Report, details in the Redirects Chapter). Interestingly,
Google itself uses the Meta Refresh, yet strongly advises against the use.
These pages are listed in the report under the Meta Refresh, and in addition this occurs
when the content is useless.
However, pages can also be classified as Soft 404s that don't redirect with the Meta
Refresh but rather via JavaScript. Therefore, pay attention to the column
"Redirect" (forwarding). In this case, redirects using the Meta Refresh are listed;
JavaScript redirects aren't counted here. In this case, you should look at the URL with
JavaScript deactivated and then it can be seen as to which content the page contains.
Basically, you should dispense with JavaScript redirects when possible.
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Additionally, pages such as those from Google can be counted as a Soft 404, although in
principle these aren't useless because users use this as a home to search for images. But
the content of the page itself is useless. This means that a page with "useless" content is
not necessarily useless to the user.
In the picture below is another example. With JavaScript activated, a vertical navigation is
additionally displayed. But the page itself has very little content. It certainly has a benefit
for searchers who are looking for "Google Play Mojang". Otherwise, the page itself
should hardly show up in the search results.

In the area of SEO, there is always the question of how to make it easier to find a page
for certain search queries. The above example may be targeted towards users with
specific targeted searches. But certainly you can also optimize the page itself with
additional content. However, this appears to make little sense here because it is primarily
about two very strong brands, "Google" and "Mojang". The page is unlikely to be useful
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for different keywords in the search results.
Search engines like Google will not classify this page as a Soft 404 because the page is
deemed reliable by numerous searchers. From a technical perspective, Forecheck may
classify such pages as a Soft 404 because Forecheck can't take into account such
knowledge about user behavior.
An additional Example:

Likewise, pages that are displayed in an iframe or general content of a frame which have
little content are typical. Since individual frame elements are part of framesets or iframes
embedded content, these are often classified as Soft 404s.
However, the use of frames has been a fundamental problem for many years. Content of
iframes is often ignored by search engines since iframes have content that is embedded
in other pages. Therefore, one should see this in the context of the page(s) that has
embed content.
Below you can see the evaluation function at Dell, which is embedded in pages with
iframe. The content of the page itself is a typical Soft 404 problem. As long as this page
exists only once and is embedded in a large number of pages, this single page will not be
a major problem. Basically, the use of iframes is problematic since the use of too much
"area" taken up by iframes on one page reduces the relevance of the page, as content is
displayed by external sources. In principle, one should try to refrain from such methods so
one can realize an evaluation function without iframes.
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How to fix the Problems?
Here you have to distinguish between explicit errors such as error messages or JavaScript
files that are output as pages, as well as problems regarding the content. Basically, you
should avoid Soft 404 errors as well as broken links because search engines handle these
similarly.
First try to understand the problem. Look at the page with JavaScript disabled in the
Browser tab or look at the visible content for search engines. Consider the problem from
the perspective of a search engine: Does the page have content that has an added value
or benefit to the searcher?
Forecheck cannot determine the benefit to the user with a purely technical analysis. This
would require numerous additional factors to consider, such as the number of links to a
page, or the number of people who use a page and so forth.
In most cases, pages that cannot be use in the search results are reported as so. At this
point, you should fix the causes that are creating the errors or consider whether the
content should be presented differently.
In the home page of Google Image Search, it isn't necessary for Google to provide content
since most people know what the page offers to users. However, it is seldom that one
has such a strong brand that you do not need content in the form of an explanation or
support. Therefore, consider whether or not you can add content that also represents
added value.
The fewer the Soft 404 pages your website has, the better! Such pages reduce the
internal link popularity because they are classified as inferior and therefore the search
engines do not index these and links are counted on the page rather than internal links. In
addition, many Soft 404 pages signal to the search engines that the page is not very
"trustworthy", similar to various broken links detracting from the "trust" in a website.

8.10

Structured Data
Structured data is additional information in the source code, making the data easier to
read for software such as search engines. More about their origin and applications can be
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found at Wikipedia.
This is becoming increasingly important for SEO because Google makes it possible to
read data better. This information is also displayed in such elements as Rich Snippets in
search results. These include, for example, reviews, products, events, etc.
For the standards that are established and used today, see schema.org and
microformats.org.
The microdata Format has been implemented into Forecheck. Others will follow.
With such microformats, data for search engines can be made more readable. With data
sets, such examples as "address", "Events", "people", "breadcrumb" and "video" can be
implemented and recognized. For the Microdata format, there are hundreds of records. A
data set exists in the rules of data which can be different types of data. For example, for
the data set "Person" (http://schema.org/Person) various individual specifications exist
consisting of such elements as Text (name), numeral (height), time (age), date (date of
birth), Boolean (true or false, for example, married).
Basically, the analysis of structured data isn't performed at run-time, but only when you
start the report. Forecheck reports all of the accumulated data in accordance with the
specifications that they are implemented correctly. It does not check whether or not
errors exist in the information. In principle, all correctly implemented data of each format
are read, but they are not verified. Forecheck also recognizes nested data!
The procedure will be explained in an example. In this example, a breadcrumb for search
engines will be made more readable. The breadcrumb looks like this on the website:
Home > Movies > Spectre
Here is the result that Forecheck outputs:

The columns index, URL and title tag are columns that can be found in the Analysis tab.
The "Type" column indicates which data set has been implemented. This is always behind
the / of the specified URL, so here is a breadcrumb.
The URL may be, for example, http://schema.org/breadcrumb or http://datavocabulary.org/Breadcrumb. There are also other conceivable URLs that may exist, if they
contain corresponding information about the structure of the data.
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This example shows that there are different ways of construction. In schema.org the
breadcrumb is given as a list; data-vocabulary gives you the elements of the breadcrumb
as embedded sub-elements (follow the links above to see the specifications). Forecheck
does not check whether the data corresponds to the specified preset specification. Note:
the specifications of data-vocabulary.org should no longer be used, as they have been
transferred to the specifications of schema.org.
The column "Properties" indicates in the first line of a new data set the format of the
specification, seen here in the picture "(Microdata)". In the lines below you will see the
individual value pairs, and therefore the properties and their values. Note that the values
of individual data can be either Value (not visible in the browser) or implemented as
visible text. The "Value" column reports the data that isn't visible (indicated in the HTML
tag) to visitors. The column "Further Information" shows the visible part which belongs to
the data type.
In the example it can be seen that the first element of the type Breadcrumb has a URL
and the title "Home". This is also the first part of the breadcrumb and therefore correct.
This is followed by another data type, again Breadcrumb, again with URL and title.
However, one can see that here the title property has no value assigned to it.
Exemplary Analysis
The above example will now be interpreted again.

1) Here you can see the first nested record. This means that this data set is embedded in
the overlying data.
2) No value is reported here for the "title" property. The breadcrumb is on the page:
Home> Movies> Spectre. In this case, the value would be indicated as "Movies". Since it
is not issued here, something is not right with the implementation.

9

SEO Tasks for Shops
Here you will find typical SEO tasks for shops and their procedure.
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9.1

Find missing product images
It even happens to large companies and is a an annoyance for visitors and shop providers
when product images are missing. The problem is: Forecheck finds broken links, but most
shops have their own incorporated pictures that are then displayed. Therefore missing
product images are not detected as broken links.
In the image below you can see a typical example:

But how can you find all missing product images? It is possible that your shop system has
a functionality within the backend that displays all of the missing product images. But is
it reliable? With a Forecheck analysis you can be sure to find all of the missing product
images that shop visitors should see.
Step 1: Detect the image names
First you have to find out what names these images have. If you don't know, you can ask
the shop manufacturer. You can also look into the source code or you use a tool like
Firebug or a similar one (for example the Chrome Developer Tools) to detect the image
names. With such tools you just click on the element that should be examined and it will
be marked in the source code.
The problem is that you have to know a concrete example to determine the image name.
You may also search for it on the internet, for example in a forum of the shop system. In
the following sample image, the arrow points to the file name "noimagelarge.png".
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It is possible that within the shop there is more than one template image for missing
product images. There may be several. The name "noimagelarge.png" indicates that there
may also exist a file "noimagesmall.png", for example for category pages where smaller
product images are shown. You should know all of the image names in order to find all of
the problems!
Note: It is also possible that within the corresponding shop system a text is displayed
instead of a template image when a product image is missing. A text like "We are sorry,
no image is available" or something like that could be used. Instead of the image name in
the source you could also search for that text string in the content of all pages in the
same way as described below.
Step 2: Finding the missing images
First you have to run an analysis of the website. You can only find missing product images
on pages that Forecheck has analyzed. The deeper you run the analysis, the more missing
product images will be found if this problem exists.
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If you use the Search function in Forecheck, you can
search within all analyzed pages. In this example we will
search for "noimage" in all sources (= source code of
pages). Since we don't know if the image name is not
only "noimagelarge.png" but may also be
"noimagesmall.png", we search for the word "noimage".
This could of course lead to false-positive hits of pages
that have no missing product images but which contain
the string "noimage".
Be aware that Forecheck only has the source code of all
internal pages, therefore the search is automatically
limited to all the internal pages.
The search may need several minutes depending on the
number of analyzed pages.
Then Forecheck will show the number of found matches. By clicking on the option "Only
show matches", you can limit the results to the matches only. With a click on the button
with the Excel symbol, you can export the results.

In this example, you should check all matches. You may find more names for missing
image names. But you may also find false-positive results and you can refine your search.

10

Tab groups in the Analysis Tab
Summary of all tab features existing in the lower part of the "Analysis" tab page.

10.1

Analysis Tab
The analysis shows the progression of an analysis and the results in each column. Please
note that some values change repeatedly ?during an analysis. Therefore, the results of an
analysis can depend a great deal on how far the analysis has progressed.
For large sites, it is possible that an analysis will never completely finish. Details can be
found here.
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Website Analysis

In the following, more information can be found about the three tab pages on the left as
well as the columns provided in the image above. Details on all tabs in the Analysis tab
page which are below the ones shown in the image above can be found here.

10.1.1 General Tab

On the left is the "General" tab, which contains several indicators that give quick insight
into an analysis. The absolute number and relative percentage of all individual values are
always provided.
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All data are divided into 4 subgroups: Details, Status Codes, Structure and System.
You can expand each group by clicking on the + symbol. The individual values should be
self-explanatory and display the total values ?of all analyzed pages.
You will find details on individual values ?in the column explanations. The data for each
URL is included.
10.1.2 Filter Tab
In the "Filter" tab, extensive filtering options are
included. Only URLs which have already been analyzed
can be filtered!
The numbers across from the individual filters indicate
the sum of URLs pertaining to an individual filter based
on the analyzed URLs. These figures do not change
when selecting a filter!
You can combine any of the filters. The combination
always takes place afterwards in the display window.
Note that certain combinations may produce no URLs,
in which case the display on the right would be empty.
Some combinations always result in an empty display.
If you deselect all internal and external URLs, the
display will remain empty regardless of which filters
you otherwise set. No URL can be both internal and
external.
Filter

In the tab page "Benchmark", a wide range of items which indicate the data in the
analysis can be viewed. The filters can also be used for the purpose of filtering details in
the Benchmark reporting.
In addition to these options, at any time you can export data to Excel and filter and edit it
there.

10.1.3 Search Tab
Please be aware: There are several different search functions within Forecheck!
This chapter deals with the full text search within the data of an analysis.
Another search function within the Settings offers a full text search within the source
codes during an analysis and is described further in the Search Tab within the Settings.
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There is another search function with which you can define a search string which marks
analyzed pages with a warning or error (also known as a Soft404). This possibility is
described in the chapter within the Settings called Warnings-Errors.
Alternatively, you can also export the entire analysis to Excel and use the search function
there. However, please note that when you export to Excel, there are restrictions on the
data size.
You should become familiar with the different possibilities in order to understand which
search function fits your needs at a given time. The search functions have different
options and also lead to different formats of output.
Example of use: Finding missing product images
This search function offers a full text search within the
data of an analysis. You can search within all URLs (which
is fast), the content (which needs more time depending
on the length and the number of content pages), the link
texts (duration depends mainly on the number of analyzed
pages) and the source code (which needs a long time,
depending on the length and the number of source
codes).
Case sensitive: Domain names are generally not displayed
in upper and lower case letters, however, uppercase
letters can be used in links and the domain name. When
searching within the URLs, caution is necessary.
Inverse Search: Shows where the entered search text is
not found.
Suche

URLs: All the URLs are searched, but it can be limited to search within the analyzed URLs
which then accelerates the search process.
Note for search in content and link text: Please note that the content of each page will
already be converted: All HTML entities are converted into proper Unicode characters
( &auml; --> ä ), the same applies to differently coded characters encoded as
hexadecimal characters ( &#x00E4; --> ä, &#228; --> ä). Further details on the conversion
of characters can be found here.
Content: Here you can search specific content. Please note that this only works for pages
and even then only previously analyzed pages because the data is only available in this
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instance.
Link Text: This allows for searching in the link text in pages (only in the links contained
on the pages themselves). Please note that this only works for pages and even then only
previously analyzed pages because the data is only available in this instance.
Source: Searches all the source code in all pages. Note that the source code is always
stored in the original and therefore will not convert characters as happens with content.
However, line breaks and other control characters can prevent the finding of search text.
This search only works for pages that have already been analyzed.
Found matches/Only show matches: Displays the number of matches, and you can limit
the view of the results.
The Excel Button offers the export of the results in the Excel-XML or CSV format. All data
that can be seen in the window to the right will be exported. Not only will the selected
columns be exported but also all columns. The selection of columns cannot be seen in the
export. If you want to export only the found matches, please use the option for only
showing the matches.
Delete spaces, breaks, etc.
The Search automatically removes all so-called "white
spaces", i.e. characters that are not visible - Spaces, line
breaks, tab jumps and other control characters.
This ensures that all occurrences are found.
Please note that the removal of these characters in
searched strings and source code are carried out as well.
An example:
"display: none" and "display: none" will bring the same search result.
If existing in the source code:
display:
none
Then this is still found because new lines and wordwrap are also removed in the search.
If you disable this option, for example, with the search for "display: none ", the results
found are exactly the same as the search with a space between ":" and "none". This is
also the case in the source code. Because this option always makes sense as a rule, it is
built in the surface at the bottom always enabled.
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10.1.4 Sorting & Moving Columns

Most of the columns can be sorted in various views. To sort, simply click on the column
header. The sorting option cannot occur while an analysis is running, only when an
analysis is in stop mode.

The order of the columns can be changed so that information can be placed together for
viewing. Click on a column header and drag it to the desired position:

Within the "sheets" the column order is saved, also hidden columns.
10.1.5 Sheets

The sheets are tabs that enable the adaption of all columns. The first two sheets
"Default" and "All" cannot be adjusted. Here the columns are defined and cannot be
removed, but you can change the order. Within sheets "Sheet 3" to "Sheet 10", you can
remove any column and change the order as you like. When you right click the tab of a
sheet, you can also rename the sheet.
The view and the sorting of the columns are the same for all projects. This allows for
quicker answering of typical questions through a customized view.

If you click the left mouse button on a column header and keep it pressed, you can move
a column!
To switch a column off and on, you must right click on a column header within the
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"Analysis" tab.
You will then see the menu with all columns which allows for
the option of selecting all columns.
The columns "Index" and "URL" cannot be switched off!
The columns "Content" to "Source Code" contain large
amounts of data and therefore are only visible in the "All"
registration sheet!
By reducing the columns, you can reduce the information and
therefore view special objectives.
Forecheck automatically saves your selection. If you open a
sheet again (in any project), you will see the last saved
settings of the columns.
The last 9 columns contain data from Google Analytics (if
available). The first 4 columns are predefined, and the
following 5 columns you can define yourself. You can choose
up to 5 metrics within the Google Analytics Tab. If you do not
choose a metric, you will see "GA [n/a]", which means that no
data from Google Analytics has been chosen.
Important! The columns "Link Text Incoming Links" and "Link
Text Outgoing Links" haven't been implemented yet!
The order of the data may be different than the order you see.
Some columns may be missing. This function will be
implemented with the next update!

10.1.6 Status Row
The status bar displays some important data at a glance.
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Found:
Number of found URLs
Parsed:
Number of parsed URLs
Connections:
Number of currently active concurrent connections
Time:
Duration of the analysis

Status Row

10.2

Column Values
Here you will find in the default order all column values ?regarding the Analysis tab.
Symbol for external URL (pointing to another domain)
Warning: The order of the columns can differ. Also, you can change the order by yourself
as you like and you can hide column values! You can find more Details about this at
"Sheets".

10.2.1 Index
Column within the Analysis Tab
The ongoing ascending number of the URL remains the same in all views, the symbol
represents the data type (image, page, CSS, JS, PDF, etc.) and indicates whether there is a
problem (Green/Yellow/Red check) as well as whether it is an internal URL or external
URL (arrow to the top right)
10.2.2 URL
Column within the Analysis Tab
URL: Internet Address (Uniform Resource Locator)
10.2.3 Origin
Column within the Analysis Tab
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These columns displays how a URL was captured. It can have the following values:
Note: Only FC/UR and GA are currently implemented in the Origin features.

- FC/UR (Forecheck/User): A URL marked as FC means the URL was processed by crawling
the URLs and following links. Additionally, the starting URL is marked by Forecheck even
if it is added manually. Be aware that the project settings influence how Forecheck crawls
a website. UR (User) marked URLs are added manually by adding a URL list or by
analyzing an XML Sitemap. A URL cannot be marked simultaneously with FC and UR,
rather each feature excludes the other.
- GA (Google Analytics): The URL is included when importing from Google Analytics. URLs
of the same document within the website and within Google Analytics can be different.
For example, one reason may be due to the tracking parameters of incoming links.
Therefore, the same document can appear with different URLs in Forecheck! You have the
option of removing parameters from the URLs during the analysis in the project settings.
- WT (Webmaster Tools): The URL was found when importing from Webmaster Tools
(only possible if access is available) . You can add credentials in project management.
- RK (Rankings): Positions in the search engines (=rankings) were found for this URL.
A URL can have more than one origin/source. Example: If a URL was found by crawling a
website and also imported from Webmaster Tools (for example as a crawling error), then
there can be two possibilities:
1) Forecheck shows for this URL is also a crawl errors that data from Forecheck and
webmaster tools are identical. If the error persists, it will no longer occur in the next
analysis by Forecheck . These errors should be marked as identified in Webmaster Tools,
otherwise it can take weeks until the error disappears from Webmaster Tools.
2) Forecheck doesn't display a crawling error for this URL. The error has already been
fixed but is still displayed in Webmaster Tools. Highlight this error in Webmaster Tools as
fixed.
If a URL has the origin GA, WT or RK but not the origin FC/UR, this means that the URL
was not found by Forecheck during an analysis, rather it comes from importing data from
this origin. It must be noted: If the analysis has not been carried out completely, it is
possible that Forecheck will find such a URL at a later time during the analysis. In
principle, it is possible that a URL isn't found by Forecheck and is only available from
such an origin.
An example would be landing pages for AdWords activities which are not accessible from
the website itself. However, because visitors/traffic are produced by AdWords activities
and recorded in Google Analytics, the URL appears in the statistics at Google Analytics.
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It is unlikely that URLs are found in the search results when analyzing the rankings but
not found by Forecheck in an analysis; however, it is possible and can have several
causes. For example, during a change of URLs in a relaunch, URLs which have been
changed may still show old URLs in search results. Or perhaps a URL due to its
parameters can hang in the search results but isn't found by Forecheck. The cause and
effect of such cases must be examined and evaluated case by case.

10.2.4 Title
A column within the Analysis Tab
Title: Content of Title Tag
The Title Tag (Sample: <title>Example Title Tag</title>) is still a very important part of
SEO. It should contain important keywords, the brand, represent the content of the page
and should be between 40 to 70 chars. It is also used (sometimes in a modified version)
as the title for the URL in the search engine results. Therefore, the title should also be
concise and encourage searchers to click on the link in the search results. The title of the
start page is the most important. The importance decreases with the level of a page.
Create optimized titles for important pages, while automated titles can be used for less
important pages; however, always use unique titles (also see "Duplicate Title")! Also see
some Tips from Google.
Title too short: Title tag with less than 20 chars (you can change that in the Settings).
Title too long: Title tag with more than 75 chars (you can change that in the Settings).
In the Settings Tab for Warnings and Errors, you can change the threshold values for titles
which are too short and too long.
10.2.5 Title Length
Column within the Analysis Tab
Shows the length of the Title Tags and marks the column in red if the title is missing, too
short or too long.
The limits are:
Length 0: red (see report Missing Title in the Benchmark)
Length 1..19: red (see report Title too short in the Benchmark)
Length 20...74: green (ok)
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Length >74: red (see report Title too long in the Benchmark)
Warning! The colors are not related to the categorization Errors, Warnings and Hints in
the Benchmark. This categorization depends on the Level of a page. In this column only
the actual Title Length is evaluated.
Please also be aware of the fact that a green value (ok) does not mean that the Title is
perfect. In this case, only the technical value of the length is checked. Whether or not a
Title corresponds to a page and contains important keywords is not evaluated for this
column value.
10.2.6 Size
Column within the Analysis Tab
File size (available only for pages with different file types if the Download option is
enabled in the project settings). If the file size is extremely small, the field is highlighted
in yellow. The limit can be changed in the Project Settings.
The file size (see the tab page Benchmark) is not evaluated in the Benchmark
assessment. However, the length of the content will be analyzed, which is similar
information (content is the only visible element in the pages).
10.2.7 Status
Column within the Analysis Tab
Status code (response) from the server. An overview of all official status codes can be
found here on the Internet. The most important status codes are the following:
200: Optimal; works fine
301: Permanent forwarding
302: Temporary forwarding
404: Not Found
410: Permanently removed
Note: For a 301 redirect, search engines follow the forwarding and links of the original
page, which will at least partially be passed on to the destination address. For 302
redirects, these links will not be relayed. Therefore, usually a 301 redirect is the better
choice, but must always be viewed in context. Forecheck marks all redirects that are not
carried out ?as a 301 as a Warning (yellow background) so that it is checked as to whether
or not the forwarding can be changed to a 301.
For external pages, Forecheck follows up to a maximum of 10 redirects to determine the
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status code of the destination address. The status code of the destination address is then
displayed. The column "Further Information" indicates how many redirects Forecheck has
followed.
Internal routing is always displayed separately.
Redirect Chains can be inspected in a separate report in the Benchmark Tab .
10.2.8 Redirect
Column within the Analysis Tab
Displays the destination address of the forwarding (location field in the HTTP header) and
meta refresh (Meta).
Also see the information for the column value Status. Forecheck also offers a report for
Redirect Chains (you will find links for that report in the Benchmark Tab and the Reports
Tab).
Please read all about redirects here.
10.2.9 Indexability
Column within the Analysis Tab
Displays the indexability (evaluation of the parameters in a URL).
The data from the column "Robots" will not be considered! Here Forecheck checks how
many parameters a URL has. If a URL has a session ID as a parameter, the indexability is
always classified as problematic.
You can read more about this topic in the chapter "Optimize Indexability".
10.2.10 Robots
Column within the Analysis Tab
Checks whether or not the search engines are prevented from indexing (entry in the
robots.txt, "noindex" or "nofollow" in the meta tag "robots" within pages). When
prevention of indexing occurs, it needs to be examined as to whether this is deliberate
and if it's the optimal option.
During the analysis, keep in mind the User-Agent that is being used! For further details on
this, see the topic robots.txt.
If indexing is prevented, the background color is red, otherwise it is green. If red, text will
indicate what is preventing indexing:
"robots.txt": Entry in the robots.txt prevents indexing.
"noindex": Entry in the Meta-Tag robots prevents indexing.
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"nofollow": If this is present in the Meta Tag robots, it will also be displayed.
"index": Entry in the robots.txt allowing indexing.
"follow": If this is present in the Meta Tag robots, it will also be displayed.
If necessary, both will be displayed if both prevent a corresponding indexing.
If a page only has the entry "nofollow" and the page itself is indexed, the background is
yellow. This should serve as a Warning since a "nofollow" should only be included if there
really is a reason for this, otherwise the link popularity within the site is unnecessarily
reduced.
Attention! In the Settings, you can instruct Forecheck to ignore the robots.txt. This is also
the default setting because only then will Forecheck analyze the URLs that are excluded
by the robots.txt. This allows Forecheck to find broken links on pages that are not indexed
(which otherwise is not possible).
The evaluation of the data in the robots.txt is thereby not affected for this column!
Important: The Meta-Tag robots information can be sent with the HTTP Header.
Forecheck also supports this information.
If there is HTTP Header information and a robots Meta Tag, then Forecheck will only
analyze the HTTP Header information if they are not equivalent.
10.2.11 Robots.txt 2
The column Robots.txt 2 shows the results of the check against the robots.txt 2 data.
The results are like the results of the Robots column, but only show the results for the
robots.txt, not the Meta-Tag robots.
What is the robots.txt 2?
In the Settings you can define your own robots.txt data. The results of the check against
this data is displayed in the column Robots.txt 2. You have different possibilities to
influence the behavior of the analysis. You can also make tests like testing different
robots.txt files, different user-agents, etc. Please refer to the Settings to get more details
about this option.
10.2.12 Content Type
Column within the Analysis Tab
Content Type (also known as MIME-Type) transmitted from the server. Primarily decides
on the data type of the document (image, page, JavaScript, etc.). If the data isn't
available (e.g. when local pages are analyzed on the hard drive), or if files are
incomplete, the file extension will be additionally evaluated.
You will find more information on the internet.
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10.2.13 Link Rel
Column within the Analysis Tab
If a URL is linked for the first time with the <link..> element and the attribute rel="..." is
used, the value of rel="..." is listed in this column. Be aware that only the value of the
first link to a URL is analyzed by Forecheck. In principal, all links to a URL should use the
same rel value. For search engines, the first link to a URL is always crucial.
Samples:
<link rel="stylesheet" href="my.css">
<link rel="next" href="page8.html">
Samples for valid values are:
alternate: Link to an alternate version of the same document such as another language
stylesheet: File with CSS data
next: Next document
nofollow: This link should not be followed by search engines; doesn't pass link popularity
In the "Links" tab page, one can find which URL is linked to the link. Since it can only be
the first found link, it is always the first link to the URL with the smallest index.
Evaluation: Verify that all values are valid. Check the following:
Review all entries (you can sort this column in order to get all of the URLs with rel
values). Are they all valid and do they have the correct value for the corresponding URL?
A list of valid entries can be found here.
Invalid entries or improper values should be deleted or changed to correct values for all
linked pages - not only the first link!
Additionally, you should check to see if proper values are missing. Example: All style
sheets should be linked with the value "stylesheet".
10.2.14 Internal Links
Column within the Analysis Tab
Indicates how many outgoing internal links a page has (only available for pages and not
redirects).
10.2.15 External Links
Column within the Analysis Tab
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Indicates how many outgoing external links a page has (only available for pages and not
redirects).
External Links are links that link to another domain.
10.2.16 Inbound Links
Column within the Analysis Tab
Incoming links from analyzed URLs from other pages (i.e. only internal pages within the
analysis).
This number does not include Backlinks (they are also not available yet).
10.2.17 Outbound Links
Column within the Analysis Tab
Amount of outbound links (sum of the values regarding "Internal Links" and "External
links").
10.2.18 Language (HTTP-Header)
Column within the Analysis Tab
Language specified in the HTTP header (if present).
10.2.19 Language (HTML-Head)
Column within the Analysis Tab
Language specified in the HTML header (if present).
10.2.20 Language (HTML-Content)
Column within the Analysis Tab
Automatically detected language of the content.
For more details, please read the information at the Content Tab.
10.2.21 Canonical Link
Column within the Analysis Tab
Existing Canonical link in pages (if available). The URL is always revised as an absolute
URL when the canonical link is specified as a relative path. This value is evaluated in the
duplicate content / duplicate title / duplicate description analysis.
Details regarding the correct use of this value and potential problems can be found in the
topic Duplicate Content.
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Additional Information:
Google on Duplicate Content
Duplicate Content at Google Webmaster Central
10.2.22 Last Modified
Column within the Analysis Tab
Contents of the field "Last Modified" in the HTTP header. Search engines can evaluate
this field and capture how up-to-date the content is. Normally this should be the date of
the publication or the date of the last modification. In principle, the content doesn't need
to be new, even old content may be relevant. Therefore, age can only be assessed in
context.
Additional Information:
About HTTP Header Data
10.2.23 Further Information
Column within the Analysis Tab
Additional references, warnings and errors are displayed.
10.2.24 Pattern: Text Search
Column within the Analysis Tab
Shows the results of Text search within the Project Settings. Does not show the data from
the Search tab page within the "Analysis" tab!
10.2.25 Page Rank
Column within the Analysis Tab
Indicates the PageRank of the URL.
Be aware that the PageRank is outdated information. Google officially
announced in 2014 in a video by John Müller that the available PageRank
data will no longer be updated.
Forecheck calculates the PageRank value for all pages with an internal
algorithm. The available PageRank value for the Start-URL and other internal
pages is requested from Google and the values calculated. For this task, an
algorithm is used which approximates the original PageRank algorithm. The
values will change if backlink data is incorporated since incoming links affect
the values.
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Please be aware that the values will change once more pages have been analyzed by
Forecheck. For the calculation, only analyzed internal pages can be included.
It is possible that the PageRank value may not be available in the future and will have no
impact on the search engine rankings. Please regard this value as additional information.
Alternatively, use the LinkJuice value that also evaluates the link popularity.
10.2.26 Load Time
Column within the Analysis Tab
Time needed to download a URL from the beginning of the query to complete download.
Pages are always calculated; for other data types, it depends on the setting (for example,
in the Project Settings the downloading of images can be enabled). For pages, only the
load time of the source code is calculated, not the other elements of a page (images,
scripts, etc).
The load time also depends on the current quality of the connection! Therefore, load
times are regularly determined by reference pages so that the load time can be
evaluated. A load time can be high but still considered good if the internet connection is
poor and other pages are slow on account of this! For references, Google and Amazon are
used and the load time of both are determined during an ongoing analysis. The calculated
load time represents a useful calculation of the run-time, reflecting the conditions during
the analysis! Therefore, this value differs from other load times, which can be seen for
example in Google Analytics.
The load time is also influenced by the number of parallel connections. If you allow only 1
parallel connection (set in the Project Settings), the load time will be lower than it would
with 10 or more connections! This way you can also test the response of the server with a
higher load. Please note, however, that some servers block multiple parallel requests or
that the server can even come under a severe load!
The Load Time is a very important value for search engines and for visitors. Amazon
found out that 100ms more Load Time decreased the revenue by 1%!. Optimizing the
Load Time is a difficult task and there are many possibilities like server performance,
load balancing, optimizing the web pages, using caching, better image handling and
sizing, using sprites for images and combining JS and CSS files and much more.
Also try Google's free Page Speed Tool.
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10.2.27 Level
Column within the Analysis Tab
Indicates in which level the hierarchy of the URL resides (least number of clicks from the
first entered start URL, otherwise referred to as the shortest path).
Warning! This value can be evaluated when you enter a domain name as a Start URL, as
search engines analyze websites always starting at the domain name. If you enter a sub
document as a Start URL, Forecheck will calculate the Level based on this document, and
in this case the Levels will be different.
10.2.28 Meta Description
Column within the Analysis Tab.
By default this column is not visible in the sheet "Default". To display the column
Description, please switch to the sheet "All".

Content of the Meta Description tag.
The Meta Description has a special role in SEO. It doesn't directly influence the ranking.
However, it should exist since the description text is often shown in the search engine
results. The Description should contain an abstract of a page, contain important keywords
and be 100 to 200 chars long. Also, all Descriptions should be unique! You should create
an optimized Description for the most important pages (lower path levels = Errors).
Most CMS/Shop systems can automatically create the Description based on the content
and allow overwriting manually, which you should do for the most important pages.
Please keep in mind that the Duplicate Content / Duplicate Description issue relates to
this.
The following reports exist within Forecheck:
If Forecheck cannot find the description or the meta tag is empty, it is marked as missing.
If the Meta Description is shorter than 75 chars, it is marked as "too short".
If the Meta Description of a page is longer than 250 chars, it is marked as "too long".
Identical descriptions on more than two pages (Duplicate Description) can be viewed
within the corresponding report.
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Part of the "Duplicate Content (=DC)" problem (also see other DC results). Duplicate
content such as the Title, Description or content itself creates problems because search
engines avoid identical search engine results and identical or near identical content in
their database. Finding and solving this problem is complex, but Forecheck gives you
everything you need.
Be sure to fully understand DC. For this, read the detailed DC Help information. Usually
all pages with DC have the same Meta Description and therefore produce Duplicate
Descriptions. All Duplicate problems have similar causes! The DC Reports give you
detailed information on how to solve the problems based on the 7 DC rules.
Further information:
Meta Description Basics
Google about Meta Description
Meta-Tags in Webmaster Central
Best Practices
10.2.29 Description Length
Column within the Analysis Tab
Shows the length of the Meta Description and marks the column in red if the description
is missing, too short or too long.
The limits are:
Length 0: red (see report Missing Description in the Benchmark)
Length 1..75: red (see report Too short Description in the Benchmark)
Length 76...250: green (ok)
Length >250: red (see report Too long Description in the Benchmark)
Warning! The colors are not related to the categorization Errors, Warnings and Hints in
the Benchmark. This categorization depends on the Level of a page. In this column only
the actual Description Length is evaluated.
Please also be aware of the fact that a green value (ok) does not mean that the
Description is perfect. In this case, only the technical value of the length is checked.
Whether or not a Description corresponds to a page and contains important keywords is
not evaluated for this column value.
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10.2.30 H1-H4 Tags
Column within the Analysis Tab
Content of H tags, encompassing tags H1 to H4. If there are several identical elements in
a page, these are displayed by a double pipe/vertical line ||.
Example: "Content of the first H2 tag || Content of the second H2 tag."
Please also read the information in the Benchmark Tab for the topic Hx Reports!
"Duplicate H2" report means that all H2 elements are compared to all other Hx elements
for equality.
"Duplicate Hx" means that any Hx element is compared to any other Hx element.
This indicates the location of Duplicate Hx problems and helps towards solving such
problems. The best solution is when no Hx elements are identical to any other Hx
elements, for instance no H1 is identical to any H3 element and so on. In practice it is not
always operable, as for example blog systems that mark the categories as H2 elements
and are therefore identical on all blog pages.
It is extremely detrimental when all elements of a navigation are marked as H1 or H2
tags, creating Duplicate Hx elements in large measure. Another example: There are texts
on Wikipedia for many countries with subheadings like "Geography" or "Religion". These
headings are the same on all country pages. It is recommended to create unique
headings such as "Geography of England" or "Religion in England". That makes sense not
only for search engines but also for visitors. When they jump directly through a link to
such a subheading, they can see immediately that the topic pertains to the "Geography of
England".
In any case: Try to avoid any kind of Duplicate Hx elements throughout the entire
website!
10.2.31 Link Juice
Column within the Analysis Tab
The Link Juice Reports help you find issues regarding the link structure. Evaluation must
be done for every single Level since the Link Juice Value is adapted for every single level!
The reports can be seen in the Analysis tab by setting the correct filters and analyzing the
"Link Juice" column. You will find information about how to interpret the values in the
Help.
Warning: For creating usable reports, you must completely analyze at least one more
level than the level you want to interpret. For example, when analyzing the Link Juice of
pages at Level 2, at the least all pages at Level 3 must also be analyzed (if existing).
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Shows the ratio between incoming and outgoing links for all internal pages depending on
the path level. The link ratio should be stronger the lower the Level (path). But you can
only compare numbers for pages at the same Level!
Background color:

Warning (yellow): Link Juice < 1.0
Error (red): Link Juice < 0.1
The calculation is similar to the Page Rank Algorithm, only simplified (no iterative
calculation), but the results are similar to the PageRank. Basically, only the internal links
are taken into account, so no backlinks or inbound links from other domains are included
in the calculations. In addition, only links from pages and 301 redirects are counted. 302
redirects are not considered. Links from sites with low levels (close to the start page)
have a higher weight than links from pages that reside deeper in the site. The number of
outbound links can have a negative influence, and therefore the outbound links will be
taken into consideration. The nofollow attribute is not evaluated or taken into account!
The aim is to identify which pages may have high importance from the perspective of
linking, while the content plays little in the calculations. An example would be a page in a
pop-up window in a shop that indicates the shipping costs. If this page is linked to all of
the pages in the shop but doesn't have any outbound links, then the page achieves a very
high Link Juice value. The value can be even higher than the value of the website's start
page. In this case, the Link Popularity is unfavorably focused on a document that has no
significant content. The use of the nofollow attribute for all links to the page with the
shipping costs would not solve the problem!
Because links with the nofollow attribute are evaluated as outbound links, only the target
page counts these as incoming links. Thus, this page would receive no Link Juice and it
wouldn't change anything for the other pages! Therefore, using the nofollow attribute for
links within a website is fundamentally problematic because it destroys the Link Juice.
Another goal is to identify pages with important content but low Link Juice. Here you
could "strengthen" those pages with more inbound links from other pages. Be aware that
each link weakens the page with the link and strengthens the target of that link.
Instead, for example, you can create the mentioned shipping cost pop-up window as a
page in the shop so that there are outgoing links as with all other shop pages. This would
lead to the Link Juice being distributed to the other shop pages.
It makes sense to display the sorted values of the Link Juice (within the same level!) in
order to verify whether the most relevant pages also have the highest Link Juice values.
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Insignificant pages should have little value and pass on any value to more important
pages. If unimportant pages have a yellow or red background color and important pages
have a high Link Juice, then this is ideal. You should have no more than 30% of the pages
within one level with bad Link Juice marked as yellow or red.
The evaluation of the Link Juice values should be carried out separately for each level in
order to evaluate peculiarities on each level!
To enhance the Link Juice, here are some basic tips:
- Pages on Level 1 are most always important and should link all to each other, with the
except of pages deemed unimportant.
- All pages should have a link to the start page and a link to at least one page of the next
lower level. If you have a breadcrumb, this has already been implemented.
- Link Juice is important, but be aware of the visitors. Links are not only for search
engines, so try to find the optimal solution for the visitors and search engines.
10.2.32 TCR (Text to Code Ratio)
Column within the Analysis Tab
Indicates the ratio of text on a page compared to the source code. It is disputed as to
whether this value is relevant to search engines; however, it provides a clue to the fact
that content is measured proportionally to the source code. This value is the ratio of the
column "Content Number of Characters" to "Size".
If the ratio is below 10%, the cell is highlighted in red; less than 20%, yellow; otherwise, it
is indicated as green.

10.2.33 Word count
Shows the number of words in the content of a page.
An average value is calculated for all internal pages, and the values are displayed in the
corresponding colors.
If the value is < 0.2 - then the average value => red
If the value is < 0.5 - then the average value => yellow
If the value is >= 0.5 - then the average value => green
Note: The average value has no relation to the value of the page with the most content.

The average value is a calculated value that differs from domain to domain.
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The image displays an example.
For yellow and red, the cells are fully filled.
For cells highlighted in green, the bars are relative
which better classify the corresponding pages.

A minimal amount of words is generally not a problem. There can
be obvious reasons for little content, such as on a login page.
However, you should also consider other factors for evaluation.
Please read further details in the chapter on Content Reports.
10.2.34 Content
Column within the Analysis Tab
Only visible in the Sheet "All" !
As that data is very extensive, loading them is delayed, scrolling within the data is
retarded!
Page Content. Be aware that all characters are converted to real Unicode characters
regardless of the coding in the source code, also all HTML Entities (even decimal and
hexadecimal coded HTML Entities).
Warning! When exporting to Excel, the characters are limited to 32,767 chars per cell the content might be truncated during export! Exporting to a CSV file will not result in a
reduction of characters.
10.2.35 Content Total Chars
Column within the Analysis Tab
Number of characters within the content. Attention! Since all the characters from
Forecheck are converted internally into real Unicode characters, only these are actually
counted, regardless of how a character was coded in the source code!
10.2.36 Link Text Incoming Links
Column within the Analysis Tab
Link texts incoming links: Not yet supported!
10.2.37 Link Text Outgoing Links
Column within the Analysis Tab
Not yet supported!
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10.2.38 HTTP Header
Column within the Analysis Tab
Only visible in the Sheet "All" !
As that data is very extensive, loading them is delayed, scrolling within the data is
retarded!
HTTP Header of the URL
10.2.39 Source Code
Column within the Analysis Tab
Only visible in the Sheet "All" !
As that data is very extensive, loading them is delayed, scrolling within the data is
retarded!
A page's source code.
10.2.40 Entrances
Google Analytics Column within the Analysis Tab
Number of entrances for this URL for the selected period.
10.2.41 Visits/Sessions
Google Analytics Column within the Analysis Tab
Number of visits/sessions for this URL for the selected period
10.2.42 Page Views/Impressions
Google Analytics Column within the Analysis Tab
Number of page views for this URL for the selected period
10.2.43 Bounce Rate
Google Analytics Column within the Analysis Tab
Bounce rate for this URL for the selected period
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10.3

Details Tab

Details Tab: Details of a URL

The Details tab page shows detailed information about a URL. This information can also
be found in the columns of a row in the main window above, whereas here the details are
represented in compact form.
Most of the information is only relevant for pages with data types such as images where
only a few fields have been filled.

10.4

Charts Tab
The charts display graphical analyses of the results.
They provide a quick overview of the status codes, the most common problems and the
load time (average values ?for the load times of all pages of an analysis).

10.5

Google Analytics Tab
To access data from Google Analytics, you must first setup the account for the Google
Analytics API.
1) Log in and choose the profile
Click on "Choose Profile" to choose the profile of a Google Analytics account.

A dialog will appear and inform you about the access. Click "Next".
A browser window will open. You must tell Google which login data you want to use. Log
into the Google Analytics account. It must be the account from which you want to import
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the Google Analytics data. If you are already logged in, be sure that it is the right account
(see email at the top right):

If it is not the right account, log out by clicking the arrow next to the email address and
log in with the correct account data.
Now you will see the Consent Screen in the browser that asks you to accept the access.
Please accept.
After accepting the access, you will see a token (authorization code) in the browser
window. This token will be copied automatically. If this doesn't work, you can copy the
token yourself into the edit field of Forecheck.
Forecheck will load all profiles of that Google Analytics account. Please choose the
account from which you want to import data. Be sure to choose the account and profile
that has the data for the corresponding domain that you analyzed within Forecheck.
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If you see "All Web Site Date" as a project name, you can edit this text in Google
Analytics.
You can do this in the Admin section at "View > View Settings":

Assign a useful name like the domain name and possibly what is measured in this profile
(e.g. all data or just a specific section, filtered data, etc.).
After choosing a profile, it will be shown in Forecheck. The following option is below:
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This option is activated by default. It automatically grabs a new token for you if a session
for the access has timed out. Everyone that has access to your specific Forecheck license
can download Google Analytics data from that account into Forecheck.
2) Choose the time period
You must choose a time period to tell Google the time frame from which you want to get
the data.

As soon as you click on "Update", the data will be fetched.
Afterward, you can choose additional metrics. Forecheck has 4 standard metrics that are
fixed:
- Entrances
- Visits
- Page Impressions
- Bounce rate
You can add 5 metrics from the list of metrics. Next to it you can see the values of the
selected page above in the Analysis tab:

When you scroll to the right within the Analysis tab you can see the columns of the
Analytics data with the orange header:
Hint: You will only receive data for internal pages of the analyzed domain - and only if the
Google Analytics account has data for the analyzed domain.
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10.6

Content Tab
Pages and their content can be analyzed here (for other URLs, no data is displayed).
In principle, pages are (X)HTML documents. PDF documents are not currently supported.
Please note that Forecheck factors "Keyword Stemming" for all languages. When
determining relevance and density, other word forms are also taken into account. In any
case, this technique is a fast, approximate variant, not an exact method of parsing. These
are computationally intensive and the analyses would significantly slow.
This means that an analysis of the word "man" will include words such as "human rights"
and "gentleman". The opposite is also true; therefore, an analysis of the term "human
rights" will consider the term "man".
Please note that for many common languages, stop words will be automatically removed.
Stop words are words of a language which are common but don't include words such as
that, I, and, but, also, or, in, into, etc. The stop words are different for each language. The
following languages ?have already been implemented:
Arabic, Bengali, Bulgarian, Chinese, Danish, German, English, Finnish, French, Hindi,
Italian, Japanese, Catalan, Norwegian, Persian, Polish, Portuguese, Romanian, Russian,
Swedish, Spanish, Czech, Ukrainian, Hungarian.
All of the content and density is displayed based on the relevance of the data. Please
note that these analyses are still optimized. They do not work equally well in all
languages.
Content: All the content is displayed in the order that it is included on the site. You can
sort the columns, which a search engine can also evaluate. You can also use functions of
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the incorporated program Search Engine Glasses in the Browser tab and let it report the
content that a search engine understands.
Please note that the content is not aggregated. Content which can be found in a page
several times can also be displayed here several times!
Words: All words in the content are output together. Every word found in the content
appears only once. As mentioned, you can sort the columns.
Relevance: Indicates the relevance of the element relative to the entire content. This is
calculated for whole sentences or single words. The value is always determined in
relation to the entire content of a page.
Density: The density only reflects the mathematical value of the frequency in a document.
Note that keyword stemming is also incorporated.

10.7

Robots Tab
This tab displays the same information as the upper Robots tab in the main window.

10.8

Links Tab
This tab displays the same information as above in the Links tab page. However, the
middle column is missing, which automatically shows in the controls over it the data in
the selected URL.

10.9

HTTP Header Tab
Here you can see the HTTP header of the currently selected URL.
In the HTTP Header tab in the upper part of the tab page, all HTTP headers are displayed.

10.10 Search Engine Glasses Tab
In this tab, found URLs can be displayed presently in a browser view. In addition, included
are some of the functions from the software program Search Engine Glasses.
Please note: You can move the window height of the lower tab row when you click the
mouse on the dotted line and pull:
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Browser Tab

On the left under the tab row are 3 buttons: The left one turns on Search Engine Glasses.
The pages are then displayed as the search engines view them. Here, semantic
information is not deleted (bold text, Hx elements, lists, etc.). This should be recognized
as what a search engine can "see" and how the information is displayed.

The middle button shows the indexability of all a page's elements. Green indicates
optimal indexability, Red - poor indexability. In between lie 2 shades (Yellow and
Orange). The Glasses can be turned on (upper image) or off (lower image).
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In the following picture, Search Engines Glasses are off, only indexability is on. Be aware
that some functionality will not work with this option (like drop down menus).

The third button turns into a type of edit mode. This will happen:
- Some invisible elements will be visible (but not all and they might be covered by other
elements)
- Javascript is deactivated
- You can move all elements
In the following picture the third button is activated and also the second (indexability).

Note that not every invisible element will be visible here. This is a graphical view of the
content. If you enable Search Engine Glasses, all of a page's content is always visible
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when it is in text form. Content loaded by JavaScript for certain actions will not be
displayed.
A basic rule of search engines states that all content should be visible, at the very least
through interaction with a page. These features can help find violations.
An example of how to use these functions can be seen in the Soft 404 chapter.

11

Benchmark Tab
In the results tab page in the Benchmark tab, a summary of all the results is given.
The details about the individual pieces of information can be accessed by clicking directly
on the link and looking at the displayed information in either the Analysis tab (by using
the Filters) or in the Reports tab.
A report form isn't available for every individual assessed aspect. Furthermore, every
assessed point will be highlighted here in more detail at a later date.
Further details on the individual reports can also be found in the Reports tab.

12

Reports Tab
The "Reports" tab provides detailed information about the individual reports.
You can select the various reports on the tab page Benchmark or directly select a report
here.
On the left under "Selection" you will find various possible reports to choose from; the
image below shows a report on the status code 4xx.
The reports have several options. As a start, various report formats can be selected via
the drop-down list. In addition, the filter options allow for the filtering of errors, warnings
and hints.
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In the example above, a 4xx report of all internal URLs sorted by pages is provided.
Initially, the report provides "In logical order" all 4xx errors (broken links), warnings and
hints. On its own, this information is not very helpful because you don't know in which
pages the broken links exist. In the example above, the report now shows "Sorted by
pages" and all pages which have at least one broken link (a link that generated the status
code 4xx). Now you can attend to these pages and eliminate the error.
On the other hand, there are broken links that are found in many pages, for example, an
error that exists in a template. Working with "Sorted by links", the report provides all the
broken links individually and below, as well as in which pages these broken links are
contained. This is just a different "view" of the errors and makes it possible to isolate the
cause of the problems faster.
Each report provides different possibilities to control the view and amount of data. This
makes it possible to narrow down the problems and causes to an even greater extent.
The report for Duplicate Content is somewhat more complex and is therefore dealt with
in a separate chapter.
Each report can be exported to Excel or CSV format as well.

12.1

Reports Tab: Filter
The Filter functions in the Reports tab enable you to filter the results for your needs. Not
all filters are available for all reports. The title or Hx reports, for example, have a no doctype filter since this report is only for pages. Therefore, in this case a doc-type filter is
obsolete!

The following filter types exist:
Doc-Type: Filter the document type like pages, images or videos. Using this filter will hide
all URLs (rows) where this filter applies.
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Show Level: Filter the URLs depending on their level (=shortest path, least number of
clicks from the start URL). Using this filter will hide all URLs (rows) belonging to the
filtered level.
Canonical URLs:
Option: Hide blocks that are solved by Canonical and /or robots.txt:
This means that in the reports pertaining to Duplicate title / description / content, you
can fade out all blocks of Duplicate problems when the Canonical URL (=Canonical Link)
and/or the robots.txt solve the problem. They are solved if the background color of the
Canonical Link column is either green (Canonical Link solves this problem) or gray (the
URL with the duplicate problem is blocked by robots information, either robots.txt or
"noindex" in the robots Meta-Tag).
The following image shows an example: Two URLs have the same identical title, and the
Canonical Link shows the same Canonical URL for both URLs. Therefore, in this case this
filter would hide the complete block if activated. Why in this case this problem is solved
and what "Rule E" means can be found in the Reports Tab: Duplicate Content.
Tip: The background color of the Canonical URL of a row is also displayed in the first
column Index.

Warning! It is possible that the duplicate title issue in this example has been solved, but
there could still be a duplicate content problem for the two URLs that haven't been
solved. Often duplicate title problems occur as part of duplicate content issues. Be aware
to fully understand how Duplicate Content problems are detected, reported and how they
can be solved. Please read the chapter Reports Tab: Duplicate Content for more details.
Also, whether or not a URL is blocked for the robots (=search engine crawlers) can also
depend on the User-Agent that you are using (see Settings tab).
Here you can see another example of a block of URLs where some of the URLs are
blocked by a noindex in the meta-tag robots. In the Canonical Link column, these rows
have a gray background color indicating that this information is not read by the search
engines since these pages are blocked (framed in blue). As long as all URLs of such a
block have a green or gray background color, then the Canonical Link and/or the robots
information solve that block. In this case, this option will hide such a block.
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We must stress that using robots elements to block URLs from indexing may help in
solving such an issue. However, in general using the robots information for this purpose
is normally not the best solution for solving such problems! See more details in the
Robots chapter.
Option: Reduced blocks. Show each canonical index only once:
This reduces the number of URLs in all blocks so that every index of a Canonical URL is
only included once. The following screenshot shows a block of 5 URLs with identical
descriptions. You can see at the right the Canonical Index 7084 four times (framed in
blue).

If you activate the option that shows each canonical index once, the number of URLs in
that block will be reduced. Here, only the first entry in the block that has the index 7048
as the Canonical URL index will be shown (framed in blue) and the other 3 entries below
are hidden:

This enables you to reduce huge blocks of issues into a reduced view. Sometimes with
larger websites, the blocks of duplicate problem URLs can be very long, and often they
use the same or only some different Canonical URLs. This reduced view gives you a
quicker overview of the problem with one block of URLs.
Hide URLs blocked by robots.txt / meta-tag robots:
This will hide all URLs that are blocked by robots.txt and/or meta-tag robots.This option
exists in many reports and hides the corresponding rows. Be aware that this can also
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depend on the User-Agent that you are using (see Settings tab)!

12.2

Reports Tab: Content
These reports help towards optimizing the content of your website. There are several
aspects and reports that are continuously improved and extended because the content is
a very important part of your website.
No Content / Short Content
These are pages with little or no content. In general, you should try to avoid this. Please
also take a look at the column "Word count" and check as to why some pages have less
content. In some cases this could be deliberate, but then such pages should have a
marginal importance within the website. A page for shipping costs within a shop could be
such a page, but that page could be linked to all pages in the shop.
If you sort the column "Word Count" in the analysis tab,
you can see which pages have the least content.
Towards the side you can see the column TCR (which
determines the ratio between content and source) and
Link Juice. In the image to the left, most of the red
highlighted lines don't have bad link juice. Bad link juice
is marked in yellow or red. In the image there is only one
line with bad link juice, which is marked in yellow.
Therefore, these pages don't have bad link juice but
rather have little content. Here you should evaluate why
this is occurring.
It is not a good idea to prevent such pages from crawling
(for example with robots.txt or a noindex in the meta-tag
robots or a nofollow attribute in the links to that page) because this will destroy link juice
within the whole website. You should instead enhance the content in these pages. Even
on pages where it doesn't seem meaningful (what can you write about shipping costs?), it
will still be advantageous.
Duplicate Content
Identical content is a problem for search engines. Why would a search engine have the
same content more than once in the index? To save resources, search engines try not to
index duplicate content. But what is original and what is a copy? Often, generated
duplicate content ("DC") creates problems with the rankings, so you should avoid search
engines finding any duplicate content. However, causes can be different: First, content
can actually be duplicated (for example, an item in a shop which is included in multiple
categories); secondly, there may be purely technical reasons, especially when a page is
reachable by more than one address.
Forecheck searches within the <head> element of all pages, meaning all (X)HTML
documents, for a Canonical Link. If Forecheck does not find one, Forecheck searches the
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HTTP header. If it is not a page, Forecheck only searches within the HTTP header, for
example, in the case of PDF documents.
Please note: The more pages you analyze, the longer a duplicate content evaluation
takes. Therefore, we recommend first analyzing a maximum of a few thousand pages and
examining whether there is a duplicate content problem. More details on the analysis of
large sites can be found here.
Some of the displayed columns correspond to the columns in the Analysis tab. Only the
most important and columns not yet covered are explained below:
The rules for the results (rules A-G) explain the results for every row and are explained
here.
Index (Canonical): If there is a canonical link, this URL will also be analyzed like the
others. It will also receive a separate index number like the other URLs.
Canonical Link (absolute URL): The canonical link of the URL. This is always converted to
an absolute URL, even if the URL is relative. This makes it easier to understand what
effect the canonical link has. So please notice that the link in the source code might be
different and is specified as a relative link!
This field will be highlighted depending on the results in the evaluation of the data.
Details on this below.
If a canonical link is not specified, this field is always yellow (Warning).
Title (Canonical): Title tag of the URL of a canonical link. This should help provide
information on the content of a page.
Status (Canonical): Status code of the URL of a canonical link. If a canonical link doesn't
exist, then this field is blank. Please note that the URL of a canonical link must be
analyzed so that a status code will be provided. In the example below, the URL of the
canonical link has yet to be analyzed. This is indicated in the Status column. As long as
the status is "pending", the URL of the canonical link has yet to be analyzed. Therefore,
the analysis must continue to run so that the index of this canonical URL can be analyzed.

Robots (Canonical): Information similar to the Robots field as provided earlier, but
regarding the URL of a canonical Link.
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There are many potential issues related to duplicate content as well as various ways to
fix the problem. A few tips are included here which might help towards understanding the
problem and possible solutions.
Forecheck always compares the content of all the pages together. Forecheck can only
compare the pages within a domain. Currently, no identical content on the Internet is
identified, but this is planned. Presently, only identical content can be identified by
Forecheck, but not extremely similar content.
Fundamentally, there can be many possible causes for duplicate content. In principle,
there are two main causes:
- The same page is accessible via a different URL (e.g. differs only by a parameter).
Example:
www.beispiel.de/seo/suchbegriffe/
www.beispiel.de/seo/suchbegriffe/?lang=de
www.beispiel.de/seo/suchbegriffe/?p=print
www.beispiel.de/seo/suchbegriffe/?sess=78tg8dg7ew8igwedf
- Two pages have the same content (example: an article in a shop is included in multiple
categories):
www.beispiel.de/herren/hosen/?artikel=67567
www.beispiel.de/jeans/stretch/?artikel=56563
- Another example: A page for several countries but with the same content:
www.beispiel.de/DE-AT/press
www.beispiel.de/DE-DE/press
www.beispiel.de/DE-CH/press
There are several approaches:
Exclude the pages from indexing (using the meta tag or robots.txt): This is usually the
worst solution because link popularity is "destroyed" since pages which have inbound
and outbound links are not indexed. The outgoing links are not counted, which reduces
the link popularity of all pages within a domain.
Redirects initiated (by 301): Use only if the content is really the same.
Exclude parameters in Webmasters Tools: Here you can instruct Google that certain
parameters have no influence on the content or only modify the content. This can be
put to good use, but it must be checked whether the problem has really been solved. In
the Settings Tab from Forecheck, you can simulate and test the settings of how the
indexability is presented. There is a function to exclude parameters during indexing.
Please note that this is not possible to do retroactively; rather, it must be entered
before the start of an analysis.
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In the Webmaster Tools folder, assign different target countries: When multiple folders
have the same content (e.g. one for Germany, one for Austria) and were assigned to
different target countries, these are not considered duplicate content. Currently, you
cannot define target countries for folders in Forecheck, but you can restrict the analysis
to multiple folders or exclude certain subfolders in order to check it. This option can
also be found in the Settings Tab.
Use a Canonical Link: This option was implemented by the major search engines in
2009 and has also been part of the official standard (RFC 6596) since 2012. This allows
Google to provide information about which URLs are "original" and which are
duplicates.
In principle, one cannot establish general rules on how to solve duplicate content. The
best solution is to create no duplicate content. For this we should first examine how to
use technical measures to prevent the emergence of identical content before attempting
to give the search engines clues.
As soon as search engines begin to interpret what should and should not be in the index,
there is always the risk that Google will not index pages that are important or have links
which should be counted. Even when the day comes that it is affirmed by the search
engines, experience already shows that to avoid and solve this problem often
significantly improves the rankings.
Details of all rules that Forecheck uses can be found in the following section Duplicate
Content Rules.
The following image shows a typical example of a page that is accessible via multiple
URLs:

A canonical link is not used here (fields highlighted in yellow). This problem can be easily
solved by using a canonical link.
Additionally, Forecheck indicates whether a URL is indexed at all. There are many
possible configurations of the individual values, therefore it can only be indicated here as
an example when Forecheck sees the problem as solved (in which case the canonical link
is in green):
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All URLs with the same content have the same canonical URL. This canonical URL also
has the same content, so it is part of the URLs with the same content.
In this case, you can be assured that canonical links clearly solve the problem regarding a
search engine and duplicate content.
Please note that the Robots column is not included in the evaluation of canonical links!
Here is another example showing that often the data isn't obvious:
In the following image, you can see that the middle URL is a problem because the
canonical link here is different from the two other URLs. On the other hand, this URL is
excluded from indexing. If this URL wasn't included, then the DC problem would be
solved. Admittedly, Forecheck was developed to take into account the robots.txt, but the
information in this case should be ignored.
If you changed the settings and directed Forecheck to take into account and not ignore
the robots.txt, then the URL would be excluded from indexing. In that case, this would not
appear here and the URL in the middle would not be present in this analysis. The DC
problem would be solved and the canonical links would be highlighted in green.

The data of the assessment must always be considered and evaluated in context.
Forecheck is a tool for detecting and analyzing data. However, it cannot always determine
a clear solution or proposal because there are many factors and ways to solve the
problem of duplicate content.

12.3

Reports Tab: Comprehensive Report
Larger websites with various problems and errors can lead to extremely long and
extensive reports. The generation of such a report can take a long time, in same cases
even hours. In most cases, such reports are difficult to handle since they may report
thousands upon thousands of URLs pertaining to a single problem.
Reports are therefore limited depending on the report in order to provide expedient
experiences with the results. The limits depend on the implemented report which limits
them without withholding information. There are 2 different versions of limiting: Number
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of problems and number of reported URLs regarding a problem.
You will find a hint at the end of a report (in the tab "Reports") regarding such limitations.
A click on the link will lead you to this chapter.

To generate a report without limitations, activate the option "Create comprehensive
report" at the bottom left. The report will be immediately generated without limitations.
The generation can take much longer. You should first understand the reasons and
practices of limitations since such long and comprehensive reports are generally not very
useful.
The following limitations exist:
Number of problems
For example, if you generate a report pertaining to the "Title too short" issue, it could
occur that the report contains tens of thousands of entries because the analyzed website
has massive problems with this issue. A report including tens of thousands of URLs
usually isn't practical. For this reason, Forecheck will stop generating the report since
further problems are less important. The already reported problems should be corrected
first before turning to the less important problems. Therefore, correct the reported
problems first and run a new analysis where less important problems are now reported.
Number of URLs related to a problem
For each case of Duplicate issues (Title, Description, Content, Hx), a block of URLs are
evaluated. These blocks are limited in most reports to 100 URLs. This amount of data is
usually sufficient in order to understand the cause of the problem and to be able to fix it.
If such a block contained thousands or tens of thousands of URLs, the report would be
difficult to edit, create confusion and provide little additional information.

12.4

Reports Tab: Links Report
The Links Report offers the following reports:
nofollow Links: Use of nofollow in a link (not in robots.txt!). Example:
<a href="..." rel="nofollow">target URL</a>
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Reports all internal Links with nofollow attribute. The nofollow attribute was originally
introduced in order to invalidate links that direct from one domain to another. Many
social media websites such as Facebook, Twitter and Wikipedia use that option for all
external links. Additionally, many forums use it for all of the links within user generated
content. Read more about the theme at Wikipedia.
If you use it for internal links, it only has disadvantages. You cannot increase the link
popularity of other internal links with it. In fact, the usage of nofollow for internal links
"destroys" the internal link popularity or link juice. Link popularity will be passed to such
a nofollow link, but it will not be counted at the target page of the link. The link juice
"gets lost" on its way.
Therefore, please delete all nofollow attributes in the internal links. However, nofollow
Links make sense when linking to another domain. All social media websites and
numerous forums use these for external links in order to avoid spam. To understand more
details, please read the chapters Optimize Indexability and Link Juice.
Link Juice: This is a more complex topic. All details regarding this are in the chapter
about Link Juice.
Missing Canonical Link: Pages without a Canonical Link. With Canonical Links, the
Duplicate Content (DC for short) problem can be solved. But this is only one of many
possibilities. If Canonical Links are used, the DC analysis of Forecheck can check whether
the Canonical Links really solve the problem. To fully understand the use of Canonical
Links, please read the information about DC in the Help file. All Duplicate problems (DC
and Duplicate Title/Description) have similar causes. The DC report gives you more
information about the causes and solutions with the 7 DC rules. You can also see the
value of existing Canonical Links in the "Canonical Link" Column in the Analysis Tab.
Additional Info: Google on the Canonical Link: Get more details in the chapter Canonical
Link.
Link Profile Extern: This is a special report for special purposes. Shows all Link Texts
from all the external Links of a domain. The idea behind it: Links from any domain to your
website (Backlinks) can be toxic, which means it could hurt your rankings. This can be
due to paid links or Backlinks that hurt your Backlink Profile. Additionally, Backlinks that
only have keywords in the link text are suspicious. Links from pages with completely
different context are suspect as well. The Backlink Profile is often analyzed to find "bad
links". Google has such algorithms for these purposes. In addition, single links can hurt a
domain when they are from "toxic" domains, especially once Google has classified a
domain as "toxic". These can be domains that sell links or domains with only the purpose
of creating links. They may not stand out in the Backlink Profile, and who can say if a link
is really "good" or "bad"? With this report, you can analyze a domain that links to your
domain. All external links and existing link texts will be shown.
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You can also use it to check the external links on your own website to find suspicious
links.
The image below shows an example of a press release website. There are several entries
for a domain with link texts that exist of important keywords for that website.

This method was often used to push the rankings for special keywords. The link text was
an important indicator. On free press release websites, everybody can publish a press
release. It is still common to use important keywords in the link text. But today, this can
be an indicator of a "bad neighborhood".
If you have links from domains that have numerous external links as these, you should
stay away from them. When a domain has various keywords as link text in its external
links, this is a strong indicator that this domain is used for the purpose of manipulating
rankings. It is not necessarily an indicator that those links are paid links; however, this
could certainly be the case.
For some years, people took a look at the backlinks and the link text and tried to delete
links from "toxic" domains. But which domain is toxic? It could be a natural link that uses
a link text like "bathroom remodeling service". In this case, the link text isn't a string
indicator of dubious intent, but when you analyze all of the external links of a domain that
has a link to your website, you can get a pretty good idea if you can trust that domain.
By the way: Press release websites are not a good method of creating Backlinks. Why?
First, in most cases everybody can use them so they will be misused with such link texts
and the trust of that domain is low. Next, the users publish their press release on many
websites, so they create Duplicate Content over the course of many websites. This is also
an indicator that domains are not trustworthy when they only have "copied" content. Use
such portals wisely, choose the most important ones and consider changing the text to
spread unique content.
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12.5

Reports Tab: Mobile
Before you evaluate mobile pages, you should understand the basic concepts.
In the chapter Checking mobile pages and redirects you will find many information about
this topic. We assume that you understand the terms <link rel="alternate" media="...",
Canonical Link and what a User-Agent for mobile devices is.
The abbreviation below, AML, is used for "alternate media link"!
AML is one of many possibilities for adapting pages to mobile devices or rather to make a
web site "mobile friendly". You can also use responsive pages or adapt the source code
dynamically for different User-Agents. Combinde versions are also possible.
IMPORTANT! All alternate media Links are not crawled like "normal" pages. The links in
that alternate link pages are not added to an analyzes. Without doing so Forecheck can
not distinguish that alternate media links. Those mobile pages have links to each other,
but those links are not marked as alternate links for mobile devices.
If you want to check all alternate Links for mobile devices, enter the Start URL of the
mobile website and analyze it separately. For example analyze www.twitter.com for the
Desktop-version and m.twitter.com to analyze the mobile version.
If you use a mobile version for your website, which means you do not have a responsive
solution, you have to consider many rules. With so called AML you can tell the search
engines, where those mobile pages are on your web site.
Here the basic concept:
Every page refers with an AML to its mobile
version (in the image in orange). But you
may only refer to one mobile version. You
only may refer to several mobile version for
different media types (for example for
different screen resolution or different
mobile devices). But no other page should
also refer to the same mobile version of a
page (in the image with a red arrow). All
AML pages must be distinct and unique. No
AML may be used twice.
Also, the mobile pages must refer themselves back to the desktop version with a
canonical Link (light blue arrow in the image). With this the search engines understand,
where the versions for mobile devices are and that they are themselves no desktop
versions.
Last you must ensure, that the mobile user is redirected to the AML page (in the picture
the dark blue arrow). This must also apply for the mobile crawler of the search engine!
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Only if all conditions apply for all pages, the implementation is distinct and error free!
It is impossible, to check all this manually for every single page. But Forecheck will help
you in this. There are several reports to detect existing problems.
AML pages
All AML documents (in the above image the green page at the right) have the icon
you can see to here. So all URLs with that icon were found through such AML <link
rel="alternate" media="...">. Additionally in the row Link Rel you can see the string
"alternate". Be aware that Forecheck handles such pages different to normal pages!
Such pages are analyzed independant of their location within a subdomain or an external
domain like normal internal pages! Many web sites use the offer of third party solutions
to host mobile versions on the domain of that service provider. Pages on other domains
(=external links) normally are not analysed by Forecheck, only the status is checked. But
we need more information of that pages, at least their canonical link and the content. But
Forecheck does not analyze all the links on that AML pages.
If all desktop pages are at www.twitter.com and all mobile versions are at m.twitter.com,
then Forecheck will only find the AML pages that are referred with <link rel="alternate"
media="...">! If you want to check all pages and their links at m.twitter.com, please make
a separate analysis of m.twitter.com. Those pages may only contain Canonical Links, they
must not contain AML themselves!
If your mobile versions are hosted on another domain, you should also make a separate
analysis of that domain to check all pages and links of that web site.
Report "Alternate Media Links"
This report just shows all Alternate Media Links. If you want to analyze them separately,
you can do that here or export those data. If you dot use alternate mobile pages, this
report should show no results.
AML missing (Report "Missing alt Link")
Here you can see all pages that have no AML. The AML pages themselves are not in that
report as they should only contain a canonical link to the desktop version.
AML mapping (Report "Alt Link Mapping")

Here several checks are done. You can see the results of each row at the color of the first
column (Index). If this has a green background, everything is ok. If it is yellow or red,
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there is a problem. At the top right columns you will find the applying rules. At Mobile
Pages: Rules you will find the rule explanations.
In the above image you can see, that the AML pages have the status 302 and therefore
have no canonical link (see arrows). Here rule 1 applies.
Duplicate Canonicals
This report analyzes all canonical links in all AML pages (only there, not in all pages! For
this please see report Duplicate Canonicals at the Content section!). Like described
above every Desktop page should refer to is corresponding mobile page. That page
should refer to the desktop page with a canonical link. This exact one-to-one mapping
means, that every canonical link should exist only once in all AML pages. If a canonical
link exists more than once, there is a problem.
One reason could be that some desktop pages with the same content refer to the same
AML document. You should also check the Duplicate Content Report for this issue.
tel: Links
This report shows all tel:Links. Those links are used to initiate a call from a mobile device
with just one click. You should check to see if all of the numbers have a valid format and
whether or not they work.
Often the numbers are falsely stated. Be aware that Forecheck only checks the link part
in the source code and not the visible text part. Example:
<a href="tel:001991223456"> +001-991-223456</a>
Technically the part tel:001991223456 is important for Forecheck.
You should always state the number in the international format with a leading + so that it
will work in every country. Only use hyphens for separation: Example:
tel:+001-991223-456
Avoid other chars, including blank spaces!
Forecheck only lists the tel:Links, it does not verify the valid format of that links!
Note: Also skype:, whatsapp: and facetime: links also exist. They limit the user to a
specific software. The tel: Links are general links and are supported by most mobile
devices and additionally they are executed as the user has defined it within the device.
This is why you should prefer using these links (additionally, on desktop computers the
corresponding application will be launched when clicking on such a tel: link). You can use
the search function to search within all source codes or in all URLs to find "skype:",
"whatsapp:" and "facetime:" links. In addition, "callto:" links exist. They do not apply to
any standard, but they have beend used by Skype. You should also change those links to
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tel: links.

12.6

Reports Tab: System Reports
The report contains a number of different reports which relate to the technical details of
the system.
Indexability: You can find the results in the column Indexability. For how to optimize this,
see the chapter Optimize Indexability.
Timeouts (Timeout): The server does not respond within the specified time. This may be
due to these issues:
The server is overloaded with requests by Forecheck. Check if the result improves if you
reduce the number of parallel connections. You can do this in the Settings.
You can set the time that is set as a timeout in the system settings of Forecheck (Menu
Settings > Internet Connection). Most browsers use a value of 60 seconds as a timeout.
Forecheck uses 20 seconds as the default.
Basically, load times of more than 10 seconds are completely unacceptable, therefore the
value in Forecheck is set much lower.
Load Time: Please read more on this in the chapter Load Time.
4xx Error Handling: For this, we have detailed information available in the chapter Error
Handling.

13

Duplicate Content Rules
The rules will help you understand how Forecheck interprets Duplicate Content data.
In each row in the Duplicate Content Report you will find a hint on the applied rule.
A basic principle is that Forecheck can only evaluate the existing information that
Forecheck knows. If there are any additional specifications within the Google Webmaster
Tools to suspend parameters from the URLs, that should be included in Forecheck. This is
possible in the Settings Tab in the section URL Handling.
To understand the following rules, you must read the section for Duplicate Content.
There are some simple rules as well as rules which are built on ones that evaluate more
complex results.
The rules are processed in their given order from Rule A to Rule G. The rule that takes
effect for a row in the results appears next to that row. It is also possible that a row could
have more than one rule, in which case all of the rules will be specified.
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Acronym: CL = Canonical Link
Rule A

If a URL is excluded from indexing (Robots column for a URL), then the CL is not analyzed
and the cell will be grayed out.
This applies to each row for which indexing is prevented, regardless of the data existing
in other rows in a block of identical content.
You can instruct Forecheck that when analyzing, all information for indexing in the
robots.txt file or robots Meta Tag should not be ignored.
In this case, URLs that are excluded from indexing won't not be indexed and will not
appear in the Duplicate Content report.
You can change the settings for the robots information within the Settings tab in the
General sections tab.
Rule B (effective if Rule A does not apply)

If the URL of the CL is excluded from indexing, the existing CL will be highlighted in
orange and won't be further examined.
When this occurs, the "Robots (Canonical)" cell will be highlighted in red (last row on the
right in the image above).

Rule C (effective only if Rule A and B don't apply)

If the CL contains a URL that is not part of the URLs in the whole block, it is highlighted in
yellow. This means that the CL has not the same content as all URLs in this block,
meaning all URLs that are in the second URL column within one block. Forecheck can not
decide whether this is valid or not. You should check manually if the content of the CL is
really the canonical content. The CL could also be an external URL by the way. In this
case Forecheck can not check the content anyway as the content of external URLs is
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never analysed.
Rule D (effective only if Rule A to C don't apply)

If the CL does not contain a URL, the CL is highlighted in yellow. Forecheck can not decide
if this is correct or not. If there are at least 2 empty CL in one block, the CL does not solve
the Duplicate Content problem. The check of the CL is done row by row, the cells are not
highlighted in red afterwards. It is possible that the duplicate content problem is solved
by another action, for example with settings in the Google Webmaster Tools.
The following Rules will be analyzed after the Rules A-D have been checked. The
following Rules apply only in special conditions and could apply parallel to other Rules
depending on the combination of the data. The following Rules are checked only for the
rows where Rules A-D do not apply!
Rule E
Condition: In one block, all rows have the same CL or at most one CL is empty.
Be aware that rows are only analyzed for the following rules where Rules A-D do not
apply.

If all rows have a CL, all CLs must be identical. If the CLs are different, the data isn't
unique.
If one row has no CL, all other CLs must link to the URL that has the missing CL. Only then
is the data unique.
In addition, the CL must be included in the block as a URL (second column from the left in
the picture).
In the example above, all rows have a CL, all are the same and they refer to the URL of
the first row in the block.
If the CL is missing in the first row of the block, the data would still be unique.

In the example above, the third row from the top in the Canonical Link column has a
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different URL. Corresponding to Rule C, the CL in this row is highlighted in yellow since
the URL is not part of the block and it is not within the URLs in the second column from
the left. Forecheck cannot decide whether the data is correct or not. It is obvious that the
CL of row 3 should be changed so that all CLs in this block are identical.

In the image above, there are now 3 rows that link to a URL that is not part of the block.
According to Rule C, these 3 lines are highlighted in yellow. Rule E applies to the
remaining two rows. One of these two lines is empty. Both are green since they are
correct and could solve the problem in this block. In order to alleviate the issue, the 3
lines with the yellow highlighted CLs must be corrected.

In the image above, the last row contains a URL for the CL that is not part of the whole
block. That is why the CL is highlighted in yellow. In the remaining 3 columns more than
one line is empty, so these two lines are marked orange to indicate an error. In this case,
it isn't clear how to solve the duplicate content problem as no approach can be identified.

The last example shows a combination of different rules. Rule A applies to the second
and last rows because the URL is blocked from indexing by the robots.txt. The first and
the third row have a URL that is not part of the block, therefore they are highlighted in
yellow. The remaining 2 rows are green because both CLs are identical and the URL is
part of the block.
Rule F
Condition: If in a block there is more than one empty CL, all of the CLs of that block will
be highlighted in orange, conveying that this is an error.
Be aware that only the rows are analyzed where Rules A-D don't apply!
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In the example above, in the last row the CL links to a URL that is not part of the block
(the URL is not a URL in the second column from the left). Corresponding to Rule C, the
CL is highlighted in yellow. In the remaining 3 CL rows, two are empty and therefore they
are highlighted orange.
Rule G
Condition: If all CLs have a URL but these are not identical, all CLs will be highlighted in
orange indicating an error.
Be aware that only the rows are analyzed where Rules A-D don't apply!

In the sample above, all CLs have a URL, but they link to different URLs. Please be aware:
All URLs of the CLs are URLs of that block. If one CL isn't a URL of that block, then this CL
would be highlighted in yellow as defined in Rule C.
You should bear in mind that this rule also applies if the CLs link to each other or form a
chain; all of these cases indicate errors. A CL should solve the duplicate content problem
distinctly and directly. Search engines will not follow the CLs like redirects repeatedly do
in order to check if the data causes the problem.

14

Mobile Pages Rules
The following information refers to the mobile reports. Within the Alternate Media Link
(short AML) Mapping report you will see rules at the top right of the rows, that are
explained here. They will explain why the problem occurred and how you can solve it. In
case of a problem, the first column has a yellow or red background.
Mobile Pages Rule 1
If the AML refers to an URL that does not have the status 200 (or 2xx), for example it
redirects, rule 1 applies. A further analysis is not possible. You should always refer to
existing pages that deliver the status 200. Forecheck does not follow those redirects, also
search engines will not.
If you have a page, that redirects to another page depending on the language or a logged
in user, please consider, that the AML are data for search engines. They do not log in and
such AML pages should refer to a mobile page of the same language as the desktop
version. Between the desktop and the mobile pages a 1 to 1 reference should exist with
same language and content.
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The image shows an example of Twitter where some AML pages have the status 302 (redirect)

Mobile Pages Rule 2
This rule checks whether the pages (desktop and mobile URL) are blocked by robots.txt
file or meta robots for indexation (same data as in the column robots in the analysis tab).
If one of the two is blocked, it is an error, the first column (index) is marked red. It makes
no sense, that one of both is blocked for the robots. If both URLs (desktop and mobile)
are blocked, the first column is marked yellow. It could be intended that those URLs shall
not be indexed.
By the way, you can filter (see tab "filter") the URLs that are blocked by robots. Then
those rows are faded.
Mobile Pages Rule 3
Here the mapping is checked. Does the AML page have a canonical link that refers to the
desktop version? In the image below you can see an example.

Here you can see that the desktop URLs ( 2nd column) are links to other language
versions. But the AML points to a URL for a "new session", and all AMLs point to the
same URL here. But that URL has no canonical link, so this is a clear error. Recognize
something else? Look at the Title. You can see that the AML pages use another language!
Another example:

In this case everything seems to be fine. The canonical link points to the desktop URL.
But look again at the Title. You can see that the desktop URL has an Asian title (3rd
column) and the mobile version has Portuguese text!
Different Titles even in the same language are an indicator that the content of the
desktop and mobile pages are not the same. That is why Forecheck marks different titles
in yellow. In the image below, you see some cases of different titles. In the second line
for index 56 the matching is correct and the canonical link is marked green, however, the
titles are different. Therefore, both titles are marked yellow and the index is marked
yellow as well.
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Links Tab
The matrix shows the links and enables the tracing of links over many steps. In the
standard view, choose a URL in the middle.
Depending on the selected type of the URL, you can see all the inbound links on the left;
to the right, all outgoing links. URLs for images don't have outbound links because an
image cannot contain an outbound link.
If you choose an external URL in the middle list, you will see only URLs in the left list and
no outgoing links in the right list. The external URL is already an outgoing link for all URLs
in the left list.
If you choose a redirect in the middle list, you will see the target of that redirect in the
right list and all URLs in the left list that contain this redirect. In the case of interlinked
redirects you may also see a redirect in the left or the right list.

Figure 16: Link matrix
When right clicking on the "View" Button, the lists appear in order one below the other.
You can view the links, tracing them up to 4 steps backwards. The inbound links of the
selected URL in the list below are always displayed in the list above. With the slider you
can add up to 3 more lists above. The 3 lists at the bottom correspond with the 3 lists in
the above image, the middle list of the above image is next to the last list below. This
view is helpful for backtracing links, which is valuable information for multiple redirects,
as it is difficult to retrace such multiple redirects.
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Figure 17: Link matrix with lists vertically ordered
Please note: In the current version, inbound links are possible only for analyzed links, not
for links from other domains (backlinks). These opportunities will be provided in a future
version.

16

Robots Tab
In this tab, the robots.txt of the respective domain is displayed only if one is present on
the server. The effects of the data in the robots.txt are displayed in the Robots column in
the Analysis tab. For basic information on how Forecheck handles such data, see
Important Details.
You have several ways to control the handling of the robots.txt in the project settings.
Details can be found in the Project Settings.
There are two types of software that are characterized by the User-Agent:
Spider/Crawler/Bot: This is software that "crawls" websites, which is also how
Forecheck analyzes websites, stores information in a database and makes it available for
research, which is the typical method used by search engines. "Googlebot" is the name
for Google's spiders.
In Forecheck, you can test different User-Agents from such spiders which are used for the
crawling of a website.
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Browser: This is the software used for surfing the Internet, such as Chrome, Firefox, or
Internet Explorer. In Forecheck, you can set the User-Agent of a browser in order to test
the behavior of the site with respect to a particular browser, e.g. a browser switch.
However, if you set a browser's User-Agent and certain elements in the robots.txt are not
covered by the Wildcard (User-Agent: *), then Forecheck follows these directions unless
the project settings provide otherwise.
To set up the robots.txt:
Basically, you will find a wealth of information on the Internet on how the robots.txt is
constructed. Spiders/Robotx/Bots are provided to give instructions for indexing. Here are
two things to consider:
User-Agent: The name of a Spider/Crawler/Bot or the * Wildcard is specified here.
Forecheck supports all the names and wildcards. If something in the robots.txt is
excluded by a placeholder, Forecheck follows the specifications no matter which user
agent is set in the project settings!
If the robots.txt excludes something from the Googlebot, then Forecheck follows the
specifications when you select Googlebot as the User-Agent in the project settings.
Disallow/Allow: Paths or URLs can be specified here to be explicitly recognized or not
recognized. Currently, Placeholders/Wildcards are not supported!

17

HTTP Header Tab
The HTTP Header tab provides the HTTP-Headers of all analyzed pages.
There is another HTTP Header tab within the Analysis tab. There you can see the HTTP
Header of the selected URL.

18

ToDo Tab
This assessment indicates upcoming tasks.
Currently, this feature is not enabled. We apologize for any inconvenience.

19

Settings Tab
The settings are summarized and grouped by themes in their own tabs. The variety of
settings offer many options for analysis. Therefore, they have a major impact on the
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outcome of the analysis.
Please select a subitem on the left of the index.
Choose your settings with great care!
For information on how Forecheck fundamentally manages project settings, click here.

19.1

General Tab
Note: Information on how Forecheck manages project settings can be found here.
Maximum number of connections: Requests are always started in separate processes.
Basically, Forecheck has been successfully tested with 1,000 concurrent connections
which can be used for load testing of servers. This feature hasn't been enabled yet. If you
are interested in such use, please contact us.
Limit: You can assign Forecheck to stop the analysis at some point. Since the possibility
exists that Forecheck could run into an infinite loop, this option should always be used for
larger sites. More about this can be found under Complete Analysis of large Websites.
Redirect: Here you can define how Forecheck deals with redirects. In general, it makes
sense that Forecheck should follow the redirects in order to check the destination URL of
the redirect.
Miscellaneous: Here you can specify whether or not all subdomains should be analyzed.
You can also skip all external links (when these are not checked, defective external links
won't be identified!).
Language: You can optionally request a language in the server request. Search engines
don't request a language, but browsers certainly do. You can optionally test how the
server responds to the request of a particular language.
Download: Here you can specify whether the specified items of an analysis should be
fully downloaded. Usually it's not feasible for Forecheck to check in each case whether
these elements are present on the server (status request). Downloading is usually not
necessary because the content is not checked (at least in the current version of
Forecheck).
A download can be useful to analyze or determine whether problems (e.g. timeout)
emerge with the load time during a download. If you enable the download of elements,
the duration of an analysis is extended.
Hint: Pages and CSS files will always be downloaded and analyzed. Links to other CSS
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files within CSS files (e.g. through include) will automatically be deteced and added to the
analysis.
User-Agent: Here you can set the User-Agent that will be used for all requests. Please
read the notes under Forecheck User-Agent and Web Analysis Tools!
Cookies: You can choose whether or not Forecheck should accept cookies. Of course, this
can deliver very different results in an analysis. In general, search engines support
cookies, so activation of this option is sensible.
You can manually enter your individual Cookie variables. Please read the section about
logging into protected areas in order to understand this feature.

19.2

URL Handling Tab
Note: For information on how Forecheck manages the Project Settings, click here.
The &amp; problem
Officially, the & sign in URLs to separate parameters should be coded as "&amp;". Since
in most cases this coding is not used, using just the & character has worked for more
than a decade. Generally, Forecheck converts all "&amp;" code to "&" signs in the URLs
before they are added and analyzed.
If you want to know where "&amp;" is used within URLs in a website, you must use
Forecheck's full text search feature. In the Analysis Tab, you will find the Search Tab with
which you can search within all source codes of the analyzed domain. This is the only way
to find the string "&amp;" in the URLs of a website.
Remove parameters from URLs during analysis
In Google Webmaster Tools, you can define how you want Google to deal with
parameters. If parameters are ignored, duplicate content issues can be solved. Since
Forecheck can test the settings in Google Webmaster Tools, you can provide the same
information here as in the Webmaster Tools. Therefore, you can test whether the data in
Google Webmaster Tools actually solves the duplicate content problem as desired.
Additional information on Duplicate Content is provided.
Login Data for protected sites
This information can be assigned for areas of a site that are protected with a password
and user name (e.g. through settings in the htaccess file). You must specify a domain
name. Forecheck will send the registered login information if an appropriate response
from the server is returned. The specification of a domain will prevent Forecheck from
sending unsolicited login information to every server that requests a login.
Please use appropriate care when proceeding with login data! If you save an analysis as
a project, the login data will not be saved due to security risks!
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Warning! By parsing pages within a protected area, you may destroy pages, databases
and more! When you log into a protected area, that area may also contain links to edit
pages or other links that give access to the backend of a website. Since Forecheck follows
all links, Forecheck could in this case also follow "delete" links, such as links specifying
an action to delete a page, a database etc.
Example: You log into a website that contains links to edit that page. This edit link directs
itself to the backend of that website, where a link to delete that page exists!
You are solely responsible for what you do! You should never analyze websites where you
are not absolutely sure no damage will occur!
Other Login types: This method only works for protected areas that are protected by
htaccess or similar methods. They look like this:

For other logins that are
implemented within websites,
you must use Cookies (for
example logins to a user
account).
First you must understand how
cookies work. They are small
text files on your PC with data
that comes from the website and
are sent to the website with
each request (in some browsers
this data is stored in a database).
Cookies are just a pair of names and values. In the example to the right, the pair exists of
this information:
ASP.NET_SessionId=gwpivcu2scry2rofri40kx0m
The image is from the Webdeveloper Tools Extension for Firefox that shows all of the
cookies for a domain. There are different tools for browsers that get all of the cookie data
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for a domain.
This data must be copied into the cookie field before starting the analysis in the General
Tab.
In this sample, the following line is enough. Be sure to enter that information before you
start the analysis. Also: You should use the URL with the login as the start URL of the
analysis.

URL
Here you can specify whether or not pages with https should be considered as their own
URLs. In general, all search engines can deal with https and don't designate http and
https differently. Nevertheless, it may be useful to distinguish these in an analysis.
In protected areas, usually a dialog box appears for the entry of a user name and
password. At this point, the Forecheck process will wait until the data is entered. You can
also analyze protected areas with Forecheck. Additionally, you can suppress these dialog
boxes and Forecheck will not parse these pages.
With the above login function, you can avoid the wait for the login data.
PunyCode/IDNS
When enabled, all URLs are decoded, which are converted by the Punycode/IDNS method.
This method was developed to allow international characters in domain names. Details
can be found at Wikipedia. If not activated, the found URLs remain unchanged. However,
you can still view all the URLs in the tab crawler decoded with the appropriate option.
Example:
www.müller.de (if this option is deactivated, the URL remains viewable in Forecheck)
www.xn--mller-kva.de (when this option is activated).
Append the following parameters to every URL
This function adds a string to each URL before the URL is processed. This can be used for
certain test purposes. For example, affiliate parameters, tracking parameters and other
functions can be tested. Note that Forecheck automatically generates a valid URL. If no
parameter is appended, Forecheck always adds this with the character "?", followed by
the "&" (quotations not included).
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19.3

Folder Tab
Note: Information on how Forecheck manages project settings can be found here.
Options for Directories: Here you can define whether Forecheck analyzes certain
directories or excludes specific directories. The directories will appear in the data as
"blocked" by the user.
Please consider the following notice:
Forecheck analyzes the status code of all links, even if according to the settings the URL
of a link shouldn't be analyzed. This is to ensure that broken links are found even though
the URL shouldn't be analyzed. This has advantages and disadvantages. Look at the
analysis and the data more clearly, and you will see more URLs than the settings allow.
However, this ensures that broken links are found by Forecheck. You can export the data
to Excel at any time for further processing of the data. You can also use the Filter to limit
the amount of data shown.

19.4

Search Tab
Please be aware: There are several different search functions within Forecheck!
This chapter describes the search function within the Settings that offers a full text
search within the source codes during an analysis.
There is another full text search within the Analysis Tab that searches within the data of
an analysis which is described in this chapter.
Another search function with which you can define a search string and which marks
analyzed pages with a warning or error (also known as a Soft404) is also available. This
possibility is described in the chapter within the Settings called Warnings-Errors.
Alternatively, you can also export the entire analysis to Excel and use the search function
there. However, please note that when you export to Excel, there are restrictions on the
data size.
You should become familiar with the different possibilities in order to understand which
search function fits your needs at a given time. The search functions have different
options and also lead to different formats of output.
Note: Information on how Forecheck manages the settings can be found here.
This function scans the source code of the analyzed pages at run-time. Various options
are available:
Case Sensitive:
The text input is compared exactly to the source code, including uppercase letters.
Find only the first result and show the Position:
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Forecheck terminates the search as soon as the text is found the first time in the source
code. In the column Search text in the Analysis tab, the absolute position of the found
location is given (in bytes). If this option is not selected, the column displays the number
of hits.
Original Source Code:
This option compares it to the source code as retrieved from the server. Please note that
special characters can be encoded differently here. An ä umlaut can be included as an
entity in the source code: &auml; or &#228; (decimal form); or &#xE4; (hexadecimal
form). Therefore, if you are looking for such signs, it can lead to different results,
depending on how the characters are encoded. Please note that spaces and line breaks
can prevent the finding of a string!
Formatted Source Code:
Here all line breaks and unnecessary spaces are removed before the text search. This
facilitates the search for strings that contain spaces. Additionally, Forecheck will find the
string even if it is divided by a line break.
Unicode-Converted Source Code: (includes the option "Formatted Source Code!")
All source code is converted to Unicode internally according to the specified encoding
(such as UTF-8 or iso-8859-1). All HTML entities are converted into characters (&auml; è
ä). Includes the option "Formatted Source Code", ensuring that all characters are correctly
converted!
Examples of use:
On your site resides a link or a phone number that you would like to change or remove;
however, you are not sure where it exists on the site. This function enables you to search
the entire site. This also goes for certain pictures, names, trademarks, slogans, etc. You
can also scan through your website or other websites for the use of a trademark. If you
have received a warning for the use of specific text or a brand, you need to be sure that
you can find all the pages where this takes place.
You can also use this search, for example, to test whether or not a tracking code exists on
all the pages of your website.
Important:
Although Forecheck searches all the pages of a website, this doesn't mean that all pages
will be found! Please read Finding all pages of a web site.
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19.5

Warnings-Errors Tab
Please be aware: There are several different search functions within Forecheck!
In this chapter you will learn about the search function with which you can define a
search string and which marks analyzed pages with a warning or error (also known as a
Soft404).
There is another search function within the Settings that offers a full text search within
the source codes during an analysis. You will find more details in the section Search Tab
within the Settings.
Another full text search within the Analysis Tab that searches within the data of an
analysis is described in this chapter.
Alternatively, you can also export the entire analysis to Excel and use the search function
there. However, please note that when you export to Excel, there are restrictions on the
data size.
You should become familiar with the different possibilities in order to understand which
search function fits your needs at a given time. The search functions have different
options and also lead to different formats of output.
Note: For information on how Forecheck manages project settings, click here.
Min. Page Size: Pages that are below a certain size are unusual. From our experience, we
have implemented a threshold that generates an alert as soon as a page falls below a
minimum size. In most cases, this error occurs because parts of the page are missing or
contain only error messages, but no 404 or 410 status has been delivered. It's difficult to
receive these errors, but they can occur. You can adjust the size according to your needs.
Define Text as Error / Warning ("Soft 404"): Errors are easy to detect if the page returns a
404 or 410. Often there are also internal errors that cannot be detected by the status
code. If an error is reported as "failed to query the database", it will bother visitors to a
great extent, but Forecheck will not notice the error when the page returns the status
200.
Therefore, you can enter a typical error message for your server to find these errors. You
can also find out from instructions regarding a problem where this problem still occurs.
For example, if you know that a page has not issued a specific text error, you can search
the entire site for this error. Please note that this function is similar to the Search tab in
the Analysis tab page. If the text is found, the row will be marked correspondingly to
yellow (warning) or red (error). The column "Search" (search text) in the overall view,
however, is not affected by this function.
It will only search the content of a website, not the source code!
The content is converted to Unicode and all HTML entities like &auml; are transformed
into characters (&auml; => ä).
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Title & Description Limits
There are several limits for evaluating too short and too long titles and meta descriptions.
You can edit those limits globally for all projects (use the global project settings) or for
single projects (see more details in the chapter Projects and Analyses). Here are the
default values and the possible ranges:
Title: Too short < 20 (possible range is 1-49), too long: >75 (possible range: 50-99)
Description: Too short < 75 (possible range 1-99), too long >200 (possible range 100-500)

19.6

Robots Tab
Robots: Here you can define how Forecheck deals with the robots.txt or robot meta tag.
Forecheck can test or ignore the URLs. If Forecheck ignores the file, Forecheck will follow
links to pages that are not indexed in the robots.txt.
Please read the important information as to how Forecheck generally deals with this data.
Robots.txt 2
This additional option allows you to specify your own robots.txt. With this you can control
the analysis of Forecheck individually. Be aware that you can include or exclude folders
for an analysis in the "Folder Settings Tab".
Activate this option and enter your individual robots.txt data. Additionally you must also
specify an individual User-Agent. With this option you have several possibilities:
Test changes in the robots.txt: You can specify the changed robots.txt file here and see
the differences in the analysis. In this case you should specify the same User Agent as
you do in the General Settings Tab!
Test two User-Agents against each other: You can use the same robots.txt but a different
User-Agent. With this you can see the differences in the columns robots against
robots.txt 2 (assumed that the robots.txt file distinguishes between different UserAgents). Be aware the the column robots.txt 2 only shows the test against that robots.txt
2 data, no other data in the analysis is influenced by the robots.txt 2.
You can test two different browsers, two different crawlers, etc.
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19.7

Sitemaps Tab
Here you can consider incorporating an automatic analysis of XML-Sitemap files. If you
regularly analyze a domain, you should also check the sitemaps. You can configure in the
Settings the importing of XML Sitemaps (before starting an analysis).
You can also adjust the Project Settings of a saved project and include the sitemaps
(more on this in chapter Projects and Analyses).
There is also the opportunity to examine only the URLs of XML-Sitemap. To do this, select
the menu item Project > Open XML-Sitemap. You will receive a different result than you
would by adding an XML-Sitemap to a complete analysis.
You can retrieve XML-Sitemaps from the Internet or add a local XML-Sitemap.
For information on how to exactly evaluate the results, see the chapter Check
XMLSitemaps.
Note: You can easily generate XML-Sitemaps with Forecheck!

20

Reports / CSV / Excel Export
You can view the data from the "Analysis" tab and also export all reports in the "Reports"
tab to Excel or CVS data. Just click on the appropriate button.

If the button is gray, an export is not possible.
You can choose between the XML-Excel format and the CSV format.
The Office XML format automatically opens the data with Excel if Microsoft Office is
installed on your computer. Displaying the Office XML files is only possible starting with
Microsoft Office 2003 and higher!
If you use another Office software, you should link the file extension .XML with your
preferred spreadsheet program. OpenOffice supports the Excel XML file format since
version 3. Also LibreOffice supports that format.
If you have problems with opening an XML file from Forecheck, please contact the
support.
If the XML files should open in another program or not open at all, open the exported XML
files manually. If you permanently join the extension *.XML with Excel, the XML files will
open automatically in Excel after an export.
CSV files are just comma separated text files. Please note that the color information of
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individual cells included in the reports cannot be exported into the CSV format.

21

View Source Code

The source code can be displayed in a separate window by clicking on the Source tab. You
will also find the source code in the "Analysis" tab in a separate tab page.

Fig: Source code

Not only can you search in the source code, you can format these (each day in a new
row), change the font size and then use two different filter functions (also in parallel).
With the Filter function you can hide certain elements, and display only certain elements
with the "Show" function.

22

Generate XML Sitemap
The XML sitemap is an established instrument that tells search engines which documents
should be indexed. Please note, however, that Forecheck cannot always include all pages
of a website. Generating an XML sitemap with Forecheck is possible, but you should be
sure that all pages of the site are included.
To generate a sitemap, click on the appropriate button at the top right:
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or choose in the Menu Action > Export XML Sitemap
When saving, specify the location and set some options.
To begin with, you can remove some parameters from the URLs when saving. In general,
session IDs and similar parameters should not be exported to an XML sitemap. Some
typical parameters that are used for session IDs are already included in the list.
Please note that you can already remove parameters in the Project Settings during an
analysis!
Page Priority:
If you select "Automatic", the priority of a page or pages is determined by their level. The
deeper that they exist in the hierarchy, the lower priority they receive. You can also give
all pages an equal value, which only makes sense for smaller sites. The priority should be
indicated between 0.1 and 1.0.
Page Changes:
Here you can specify how often the website is updated. This is an indication for the
search engines regarding how often a page should be indexed. You should therefore only
indicate "daily" if the pages are actually changed frequently.
Last changed:
This defines when the page was last modified. Activate "to today" and today's date will
be recorded; otherwise, the value of a URL is supplied by the server (see the Column
"Last Modified“ in the overview).
Pending URLs:
You can integrate in the sitemap URLs which have not yet been analyzed. However, URLs
that are potentially incorrect (e.g. no longer exist on the server) may also be exported.
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